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BACKGROUND 

Theory and logic strongly suggest that a thoroughly 

integrated system of diagnosis and treatment will 

contribute significantly to the reduction of the 

repetitive phenomena so apparent in criminal statistics. 

The objective of the .diagnostic process is the 

individualizing of the offender and the identification 

of needs and of the treatment options available. 

Diagnosis of needs without available treatment resources 

is less than desirable, however, the diagnostic process 

does make apparent the lack of treatment alternatives 

and in other jurisdictions has led to the creation of 

needed treatment programs. 

Providing for psychological and psychiatric 

evaluation-of offenders is preliminary recognition that 

diagnosis is a necessary first step in implementing the 

now generally accepted view that treatment of the 

offender should be individualized to the fullest possible 

degree wi,thin the framework of a flexible criminal code. 

The creation of the Denver Court Diagnostic Center 

was in response to this recognized need for diagnostic 

and evaluation resource for the criminal justice agencies 

of the City & County of Denver. The implementation of 
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the project took advantage of an existing misdemeanant 

diagnostic faci1ity that was and is an integral part 

of the Denver County Court Department of Probation 

Services. With minor additions to existing staff and 

the improvement of existing space the capacity of the 

clinic could provide an expanded testing program that 

would partially meet the psychological and psychiatric 

evaluation needs of the felony juristictions in the 

City and County of Denver. 

PROJECT PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATIOt-~ 

\ 
In the preliminary planning stages for the project 

flexibility became the Diagnostic Center's operational 

goal, flexibiiity in meeting the needs of the referring 

agencies and clients. Accomplishing this goal was 

expected to require uneven demands on the staff's time 

and the establishing of priorities in consideration of 

the urgency of the referral, the availability of the 

client and the meeting of court deadlines were considered 

in planning the expanded clinic operation. 

Existing staff of the Diagnostic Clinic, psychologists 

and psychiatrist were involved in the planning of the 

project, in developing the expanded testing program; in 

doing the necessary research on the instruments that were 
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to be used and in trying to anticipate referral volume. 

As the project matured the quality of their work has been 

recognized by the cooperating agencies and is primarily 

responsible for the now well established acceptance of 

the Diagnostic Center. The teams! informal lines of 

communication have overcome to a large extent any 

deficiencies that may have existed in formal attempts to 

provide the necessary channels for the free flow of 

referrals and information between the various cooperating 

agencies. 

Prior to the funding of the Impact Cities Diagnostic 

and Evaluation project, the clinic staff consisted of 

(in addition to other probation department staff), two 

full-time psychologists and a half-time psychiatrist. The 

two psychologists, in addition to their clinical duties,' 

spent significant amounts of time scoring tests they had 

given and keeping department statistics. In consultation 

with the psychologists it was believed that if they were 

relieved of test administration, test scoring and plotting, 

and statistical duties they could use the time in testing 

and evaluating felony referrals from other agencies. 

Based on this consideration the staff's request for the 

Impact Cities Project "\<Jas two assistants for the 

psychologists and one secretary to aid in the preparation 

3 

• of felony reports. With the additional staff, two 

diagnostic and evaluation teams \<Jere established and the 

work of the misdemeanant program and the felony project 

was divided equally between the two teams. Both of the 

psychol?gists' assistants (administrative interns) were 

two year graduates of Metropolitan State College Helping 

Services Program and both are continuing their education 

with majors in psychology. The assistants administer 

all but the projective tests, and are also responsible 

for general department statistics, scoring tests and 

plotting profiles and transferring demographic data to 

coding sheets. The teams work quite autonomously within 

a general testing format. The necessary evening hours 

are rotated between the two teams. Appointment 

scheduling and necessary contacts with referring agency 

people is the responsibility of the teams exclusively 

and does not ordinarily involve other department 

personnel. 

At a very conceptual level of project development, 

the director of the Diagnostic Center had discussions 

with the directors of the District Court Probation and 

Parole Departments in an effort to avoid any serious 

jurisdictional concerns. * These conversations were 

congenial and with few exceptions jurisdictional lines 

* See page 250f this report. 
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were well defined and have been respected. 

During December, 1972 and the first weeks in January, 

1973 one of the staff psychologists and the director or 

the department met with the District Court Probation and 

Parole Department administrators and supervisory staffs 

to prese,nt the program as seen 1?y our personnel and to 

discuss procedures. An effort was made during these 

conversations to anticipate possible problems. We 

discu~sed with them their expectations of what we could 

provide in the way of evaluations and how these 

evaluat~ons might aid them in their work with their 

clients. 

In addition to the meetings held with administrative 

and supervisory personnel the Diagnostic Center's staff 

had formal meetings with those people who w~uld be 

directly involved in the referral process. Specifically 

we met with the probation and parole agents in the Denver 

area and with the training personnel and new staff who 

were being hired in connection with the Intensive Parole 

and Probation Supervision project of the Denver Anti

Crime Council (Impact Cities Grant 4P2-IC-0008-64). 

Invariable, a result of formal presentations is the limited 

opportunity for exchange and some misunderstanding did 

occur. These misunderstandings may partially explain the 

rather slow initial build-up of referrals to the Diagnostic 
" 
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Center. 

Dr. James Bridges*, the Project Evaluator, has noted, 

however, that during the early months of the project 

"both probation and parole agencies had been preoccupied 

by their· OWI'a internal imperatives and changes and the 

various agents have not been ideally free to concentrate 

upon the diagnostic needs of their cases. II-Jd~ It appeared 

to the ;;::valuator that many of these internal needs were 

in the process of being resolved in-the late summer of 

1973 and that the Diagnostic Center could anticipate a 

considerable influx of cases during the fall and early 

wi.nt.er of 1973. 

Prior to the establishment of the Court Diagnostic 

Center, Center personnel had very few meaningful exchanges 

with the various departments involved in the project. No 

particular animosity was apparent, only that we were each 

concerned with our own particular area of jurisdi'~tion 

and exchanges were more by chance than by design. The 

Diagnostic Center project has brought change to this 

particular set of circumstances and during the first year 

of the project virtually allot the working probation and. 

parole officers and many of the supervisors ~pd 

administrators have come into contact with personnel of 

the Diagnostic Center. 

* Dr. James Bridges, Director of Research, Denver University 
Graduate School of Social Work, Diagnostic Center Project 
Research Consultant. 

** See Dr. Bridges evaluative report appendix I, page 2. 
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By mid-summer of 1973 Impact Cities projects that had 

been in the planning stages reached a level of develop

ment where they ~'Jere more productive than disruptive. In 

particular the intensive probation and parole supervision 

centers became operational at this time. Coinciding with 

this was a rapid increase in referrals to the Diagnostic 

Center that has continued to the present time, consistently 

reaching 20-25 referrals each month. Figure 1 on the 

following page illustrates the referral volume from the 

beginning of the project in January, 1973 through 

December, 1973. 

The interviews conducted by Dr. Bridges, the Program 

Evaluator, in August and the early part of September, 1973 

indicated that all departments involved in making referrals 

to the Center seemed to have been adequately informed about 

procedures and services offered by the Diagnostic Center. 

There was one major exception to this in that two members 

of the five judge criminal bench had and have reservations 

about referring clients to the clinic unless this was 

requested by either the defense or the prosecuting attorney. 

Qualitative feed-back regarding the Diagnostic Center 1 s 

services indicated that with some exceptions the evaluations 

were, in the opinion of those questioned by Dr. Bridges, 

helpful in both court disposition and in the ongoing 
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supervision of cases. The evaluations were in Dr. Bridges 

words "considered by many to make a significant 

in both decisions regarding dispositions of the 

difference 

case and 

in decisions regarding supervision strategies and 

approac1!es. " .,': 

As the result of the evaluation survey conducted by 

Dr. Bridges, five major recommendations were made and have 

been or will be acted on by the Diagnostic Center 

administration: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Efforts should be made to acquire a third 
evaluative team consisting of a psychologist 
and an administrative intern. 

Efforts should be made to educate and inform 
t\\lO of the Criminal Court Judges concerning 
the funGtions and services of the Diagnostic 
Center. 

. hours should be arranged in Routine evenlng 
the operation of the Diagnostic Center. 

ff t should be made to meet the A greater e . or 

particular needs of investigative personnel 
in relation to services of the Diagnostic 
Center. 

5. Actions need to be taken to insure that 
cases held in custody in the County Jail 
will receive adequate evaluation. 

th nd five have been At this time recommendations one, - ree, a 

acted upon. Specifically the 1974 Diagnostic Center grant 

* Appendix I Page 2 
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does provide for a third diagnostic team. In July of 1973 

and continuing to the present time the Diagnostic Center 

has been available for the evaluation of impact offenders 

every Monday evening from 5:00 to 9:00 p.m. And as of 

February 27th will also be open on Tuesday evenings. 

Monday, Tuesday and ~"ednesday evening services \\lill be 

available in April, 1974. 

At this writing no additional steps have been made to 

implement Dr. Bridges second recommendation which was to 

make additional efforts to educate and inform two of the 

Criminal Judges concerning the Diagnostic Center and 

services it provides. However, with the additional staff 

to evaluate those incarcerated in the County Jail we 

believe the opportunity is presented to again approach 

the members of the Criminal Division of the District Court 

in an effort to convince them of the value of the 

additional information that can be provided by the Center 

in aiding them in making their sentencing decisions. 

Concerning Dr. Bridges fourth recommendation, it 

should be noted that at the time he made his evaluation in 

August and September, 1973 the referrals from the 

investigative personnel of the District Court Probation 

Department were some\\1hat behind those of r.he community 

supervisio~ people (23% of referrals in August. By the end 

December the percentage has risen to 33%). As of this 
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writing, the number of evaluations completed for pre

sentence purposes has nearly equaled those for community. 

supervision agencies. With the addition of a third 

diagnostici unit the Center's capacity to evaluate those 

incarcerated in Lhe County Jail and unable to make bond 

\\7i II incre9se and the number of pre- sen tence evalua tions 

completed should also increase. 

The first yeAr's experience of the felony program of 

the Denver Court Diagnostic Center seems to indicate that 

the services provided by the Center are filling a definite 

need in the Denver Correc tional sys tern. '.Je have 

encountered the usual number of problems that invariably 

arise whem you are trying to se t up an inter- jurisd ic tiona 1. 

agency. At this point in time, however, most of these 
~ 

problems seem to have been resolved and the second year of 

operation should see general improvement in the qualitative 

and quantitative aspects of the project. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT 

The Denver Court Diagnostic Center project provides 

psychiatric and psychological diagnostic evaluations for 

the Denver District Courts, the Denver District Court 

Probation Department and the Colorado State Department of 

Parole for felons and those defendants originally charged 

with feloillEs in the Denver Criminal Justice System. The 

Diagnostic Center staff consists of two psychologists 

10 

(part-time), one psychiatrist (part-time), two 

administrative interns (full-time), and one secretary 

(full-time). Referrals for evaluation come from District 

Court judges, probation officers writing pre-sentence 

reports on those already convicted and from probation and 

pa~ole officers and agents of those on active probation 

and parole status. In most cases the decision as to 

whether or not the individual is to be referred for 

diagnostic evaluation is made by the individual probation 

or parole officer. Occasionally a judge will reque~t the 

service. 

The diagnostic evaluation consists of a battery of 

tests administered and interpreted by a staff of two 

psychologisth, an interview with a psychiatrist (for most 

clients) and a report on the results of the testing and the 

interview is prep.'3.red. Hhen the report is reques ted prior 

to disposition of the case then the report becomes part of 

the pre-sentence report that is prepared by the 

investigating probation officer. Reports prepared for 

referrals of people who are already on probation or parole 

go directly to the probation or parole officer making the 

referral or to the psychologist with the Intensive 

Probation and Parole Supervision Projects. 

11 



The battery of·tests are designed to measure: 

1. Intellectual functioning 

2. Brain damage 
3. Psychological and psychiatric symptomology 
4. Educational achievement levels 

5. Se~f concept 
6. Impulse controls and overt aggression 
7. Ot~er personality and psychological characteristics 

8. Criminal history 
9. History of drug and alcohol use 

·]0. History of psychiatric-psychological treatment or 
hospitalization 

11. Other persona] and demographic factors 

Among the tests routinely used are: 

1. The Wechsler Memory Scale 
2. Hooper Visual Organization Scale 
3. The IPAT (Culture Fair Test of Intelligence) 

4·. Hide Range Achievemen t Te s t 
5. Somantic Differential Test of Self Concept 

6. The H~nd Test 
7. Minnesota Hultiphasic Personality·Inventory (MMPI) 

8. Incomplete Sentences Test 

9. The Mooney Problem Check List 
10 0 Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) 

11. Draw a Person Test 

Other tests are sometimes given to clients \<Jith known 

or suspected alcohol or ,drug problems or suspected brain 

damage. A face sheet containing personal and demographic 

information (including previous hospitalization) is filled 

out for each client. Approximately 75% of the clients are 

also interviewed by the psychiatrist on the project. 
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.Jhe reports'b~sed on the information are written 

by the psychologists and a separate report is written 

by the psychiatrist. These reports are included in 

the pre-sentence report or sent to the person 

requ~sting the evaluation. Not infrequently there is 

consultation between the psychologist and/or the 

psychiatrist and the person re~uesting the evaluation. 

The entire procedure (testing, scoring, report writing, 

consultation) takes between one and two days for 0ach 

client referred. The elapsed time between referral 

and the return of the report to the referring agent is 

approximate ly seven days. t.Vhen reques ted and necessary 

the reports can be completed sooner. 

The majority of diagnostic evaluations are completed 

at the Diagnostic Center which is located in the City 

anJ County Building of Denver. Hhen requested a 

diagnostic team goes to the County Jail located 

approximately 12 miles from the City and County Building 

to do the evaluation. Th6se needing prolonged 

observation can be placed in ivard 18 (the jail ward) of 

Denver General Hospital. 

DATA COLLECTION 

In assessi.ng the data requirements for the research 

component of the project, the research questions that 
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emerged t'7ere: 

1. 

2 . 

\·llia t persona Ii ty and demographic charac ter
is tics tend to be commonly and uniquely 
related to the commission of the four target 
crimes of burglary, robbery, rape, and 
aS$ault? 

What personality and demographic character~ 
istics tend to be differentially associated 
with the commission of lesser crimes and 
each of the target crimes of robbery, 
burglary, rape and assault? 

The demographic ch~racteristics identified and specified 

as related importantly to the research purpose are: 

1.. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7 . 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

Birth date 
Sex 

Ethnic background 
Religion 

Highest school grade completed 
GED 
Present offense 

Date present offense was committed 

Additional felony convictions and year 
convicted 

Misdemeanor convictions and year committed 
(10 most recent) 

Convictions of more than 10 misdemeanors 
Juvenile history with crimina.l justice system 
Number of times apprehended as a juvenile 
L~ngth of time incarcerated as a juvenile 
Hospitalization for emotional problem 
Drug usage 
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17 j • Present marital status 
18. Military service and discharge 

19. Occupation 
20. Employment stability 
21. . Income during past 12 months 
22. Average income over past 5 years 
23. Average income for 5 years preceeding past 

5 years 
24. Highest yearly income attained 

25. Location of subject's birth 
26. Location where subject lived longest as a child 

27. Location where subject lived longest as an 
adult 

28. ,Location where subject lived in Denver 
29. Location where subject spent most of his 

childhood 

30. Alcohol usage 

An interview schedule by which this data is collected was 

developed and may be found in appendix II 

In addition to the demographic data mentioned above 

psychometric measures are to be included in the final 

research analysis of the project. 

"These measures (psychometric) comprise the basic 
test battery to be utilized in the diagnostic 
evaluation of impact offenders. While some additional 
instruments will be administered on a selective 
basis they will not be included in the basic 
datamatrix in view of the relatively small number 
of individual measures that will be obtained. In 
many cases for the instruments identified below, 
subscales cD,i:;::,rise an important element in the 
interpretation of the test results, at times in 
conjunction with one over-al~ or t~tal score: . 
Subscale scores will berout1nely 1ncluded w1th1n 
the datamatrix,when they provide meaningful 
information as viewed separately or apart from 



their interaction with other subscales for the 
test. In some instances subscale scores will be 
~nc::luded \vhen they may yie ld only que s tionable 
lnformation as they are viewed or interpreted 
apart from the over-all constellation of subscale 
scores. Hhere this procedure is followed it wi].l 
be based upon an exploratory rational." ~tr 

The"basic test" referred to above is the Minnesota 

Multiphasic Personality Inventory. The long form of the 

'MMPI (Form R) was used. In addition to the basic scales, 

six special subscales will be included for analysis. 

These are scales that are thought to have particular 

relevance to the behavior of the population to be studied. 

They are: 

1. Self Alienation - PD4B 
2 . 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6 . 

Emotional Alienation - SEIB 

Social Alienation - SEIA 

Per.secutory Ideas - PAl 

Need for Affection - HY2 

Over Controlled Hostility - OH 

The remainder of the tests listed on page 12 preceeding 

will also be analyzed in terms of the research objectives. 

Collection and coding of the data according to the coding 

protocol developed by Dr. Bridges is up to date and on

going as of this writing. 

In May and June of 1973 procedures were initiated 

that would provide feedback from those utilizing the 

services offered by the Center. Questionnaires were 

mailed to all those who had referred clients up until 

~'~ Append ix IV page 2 
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May, 1973 asking specific information about the services 

that hAd been received and requesting information about 

any problems they might have noticed regarding referral 

procedures and communication with the Center staff. 

neginni~g at this time a postcard ~uestionnaire was sent 

to the referring personnel along with the diagnostic 

report.' This postcard continues to be used and is 

returned by the agent directly to the program evaluator, 

Dr. Bridges. The postcard requests the follmving 

information: 

1. Has your purpose in referring this case 
primarily 

a. To assist in the disposition of the case 
b. To Assist in the supervision of the case 
c. In r.esponse to a judgers request for an 

evaluation 

2. To what extent was the evaluation provided 
helpful to you? 

a. Very helpful 

b. Some'itJhat helpful 
c. Of little or no help, why? 

3. Are you a parole agent or probation officer? 

In August and September, 1973 Dr. Bridges undertook 

a full scale survey of the referring agents acceptance 

and response to the Diagnostic Center project. The 

results of this survey are presented throughout this 

paper and the full report is in Appendix I. 
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The interview schedules and mailed questionnaires 

may also be found in Appendix I. 

Demographic and psychometric data is routinely 

transferred to coding sheets for transfer to Holorith 

cards. 'The process of data collection and coding is 

well established and operating smoothly. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the first year's operation of the 

Diagnostic Center are listed and discussed below: 

GOAL 1. Reduce the incidence of impact offenses 

It was anticipated that as a result of the 
psychological and psychiatric evaluations 
performed on those who commit impact crimes, 
that a better understanding of the 
individuals would result and be reflected in 
more effective sentencing and supervision 
practices, consequently reducing the 

:incidence of impact offenses. 

It will be very difficult to unambiguously assess the 

recidivism reduction goal of the project. Diagnostic 

information is obtained only on a select group of 

probationers and parolees. Comparison groups of similar 

individuals with similar sentences and/or parole or 

probation experiences but without the diagnostic report 

would be extremely difficult to develop. It is possible 

to compare recidivism rates of felons with and without a 

diagnostic evaluation but any results would be almost 

impossible to attribute to the diagnostic evaluation. 

18 19 

For the second year of the project the use of the 

diagnostic information by probation and parole personnel 

as well as by judges should be emphasized. It may be 

possible to relate, in some qualitative manner, the 

decisio-qs based on the diagnostic information to out

comes such as recidivism for some cases especially in 

the Intensive Supervision Parole and Probation Project. 

Goal 2. Establish an inter-agency diagnostic and evaluation 
center 

Our more immediate goal was to establish 
an inter-agency diagnostic center that 
would provide 8 to 10 psychological and 
psychiatric evaluations per week on 
those people referred to the Center by 
the Denver District Court, the Colorado 
Department of Parole and the District 
Court Probation Department. 

The original goal for referrals during the first 

project year was projected at 500 impact offenders. 

The figure was arrived at by reviewing the 1971 annual 

report of the District Court Probation Department and 

did not take into consideration those people who would 

be referred to the Diagnostic Center by the Department 

of Parole. The 500 referral target was an inflated 

figure in terms of actual impact cases processed by 

the District Court in a period of 12 months and in 

terms of the Diagnostic Center's capacity to evaluate 

properly that many people in the same time frame. 

..... 
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In the early spring of 1973 referrals for 

evaluation were lagging badly. It was a temptation at 

that time to try to 'establish a screening procedure 

consisting of administering only the MMPI to everyone 

applying for probation on impact offense and for all 

those who were being supervised at the intensive 

probation and parole centers. In retrospect we believe 

it was fortunate that we did not go to the very limited 

test screening procedure, that would have brought in the 

additional numbers, but would have been far less 

meaningful to the courts, investigating probation officers 

and supervising probation and parole agents in the field. 

Instead of diluting the evaluation process the opposite 

became the rule and is now well established. 

The original testing format * administered to those 

referred under the impact project results in 

Significantly more time involvement on the part of the 

Diagnostic Center staff than was originally anticipated 

(approximately 8 hours) but produced, we believe, a 

more meaningful diagnostic document. The more in-depth 

testing was accomplished well within the deadlines that 

we had established between time of referral and the time 

when the report was returned to the agent and discussed 

with him. (5 to 7 days). 

* See page 12 of this report 
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e By mid-summer 1973 the intensive probation and parole 

supervision centers (Impact Cities Grant #72-rC-000B-64) 

were operational. With their opening and due very 

largely to the efforts of Mr. C. M. Carter, psychologist 

for the .neighborhood centers, referrals increased 

rapidly. From mid-summer through the end of the first 

project 'year in December, 1973 we maintained a steady 

flow of referrals that achieved 20 actual referrals each 

month and a high of 30 referrals during one month. 

The psychologist available at the supervision centers 

helped eliminate one of the procedures that, at least in 

the opinion of some, complicated the referral process. 

The procedure referred to was the Denver Anti-Crime 

Council staff and the Diagnostic Center staff's 

preference calling for the formal staffing of each 

completed case which involved a meeting between the 

referring officer and the clinical staff after the 

evaluation. The probation and parole psychologist's 

availability to the officers and agents of the intensive 

probation and parole centers made the staffing of these 

cases unnecessary in most instances. The probation and 

parole psychologist made a definite effort to familiarize 

himself with the clinical staff and procedures and was 

able to explain clinical findings and made evaluations of 

very practical use to probation and parole personnel. He 

21 
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also encouraged the use of the Diagnostic Center 

facilities by people in the intensive probation and parole 

supervision centers. The general acceptance of the 

services offered by the Diagnostic Center by referral 

s,onrces. now make this extra encouragement less necessary 

than it was in the beginning. 

During the late summer and fall of 1973 the intensive 

supervision centers were the main source of referrals to 

the Diagnostic Center. At the present time referrals 

are almost equally divided between field supervision 

and pre-sentence investigation officers and agents. The 

psychologist at the intensive probation and parole 

supervision centers continues to be in frequent 

communication with the Diagnostic Center staff and his 

role as a liaison person between center and the 

probation and parole personnel in the field is extremely 

valuable. 

The da~a presented as the result of the research 

efforts during the first project year are concerned 

with the project objective now being discussed, that 

of providing psychological and psychiatric evaluation 

for the District Court Probation Department and the 

Colorado Department of Parole. 

I-
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The Denver Court Diagnostic Center was established 

and functioning on January 15, 1973. The number 

of people referred and tested during the first two 

quarters (Januar.y to June) was lower than expected. 

Concern on the part of the Diagnostic Center's staff 

and the ,Denver Anti-Crime Council staff prompted our 

request that Dr. Bridges pursue the users opinions 

survey in an effort to identify and correct any 

problems that may have contributed to the low volume 

of referrals. 

"In essence the evaluative question in August 

of 1973 condensed to the following: 

Was the service of the Diagnostic Center proving 

23 



to be a help to the District Court judges and 

to parole and probation officers and would 

there be sufficient future demand for the 

services to justify continued support by 

imr?act crime funds?" ~': 

f J • d . to the above In looking -or anc provl lng answers 

question, Dr. Bridges interviewed 46 people who were 

involved in making referrals or in a supervisory 

" , 

capacity in agencies making referrals to the Diagnostic 

Clinic. In addition to the probation and parole, 

Dr. Bridges also interviewed the judges of the criminal 

division of the Denver District Court and the members 

of the Diagnostic Center's staff. Part of the summary 

of Dr. Bridges findings are presented below: 

"From the evaluative interviews that were held 
it would appear that ~ll participating sy~tems 
have been adequately lnfor~ed of the ser~lces 
of the Diagnostic Center wlth the exceptlon of 
the bench. Hhile it is recognized by the 
evaluator that efforts have been made to inform 
and educate all relevant systems concerning the 
services and functions of the Diagnostic 
Center, it was evident at ~he time of the. 
evaluation study that two Judges out of flve 
handling criminal cases could benefit from 
interpretive efforts by the staff of the 
Diagnostic Center. 

lfuile the benefits of the diagnostic evaluations 
'vere acknowledged by both inves tiga tive and 
supervisory personnel it would appear that ~he 
reports could be made some,~at more ~se~ul.to 
investigative agents. In v~ew of th1S 1~ 1S 
suggested that particular awareness be glven to 
the needs of probation staff investigating cases 

* Appendix I Page 12 
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for court dispositions. It should be mentioned 
parenthetically that these agents do not have 
a psychologist available to them for the 
concrete translation of the evaluation reports 
into treatment and action. 

The very pleasant findings in the evaluation 
stucly 'vas the high degree of positive effect, 
expressed by most of the persons contacted 
tmvard the Diagnos tic Center projec t. Even 
in those cases where some fault was foun~ 
ameliorating statements were made. In the 
opinion of the researcher this response speaks 
to the general values that is placed upon the 
service being provided by the Diagnostic 
Cen ter." -,': 

Dr. Bridges observation concerning the particular 

problem of investigating probation agents is well taken, 

hmvever, this is a particularly sensitive jurisdictional 

area and in the formative stages of the project it was 

agreed that in Lhose cases where diagnostic evaluation 

was requested as part of the pre-sentence report that 

that evaluation would be appended to the report as 

additional information only and that the Diagnostic 

Center staff would not usurp the recommendation 

prerogative of the District Court Probation Department. 

The clinic staff feels much freer to make treatment 

recommendations when they are providing evaluations 

for the supervision centers. Many of the field 

supervision agents have requested that the Diagnostic 

Center offer definite treatment recommendations, and 

occasionally have complained when reports presented 

~': Appendix I Page 3-4 
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i only test data with very little of a concrete nature 

for them to take action on. * 
Goal 3. Research 

In that the primary mission of the 
Denver County Court Probation Services 
Department is to provide casework 
services for misdemeanants referred to 
us by the D~nver Cmmty Court system, 
and suspect1ng that many of the impact 
offenders had been initially seen by 
~he County Court prior to their felony 
1nvolvement, we were interested in 
developing, through data collection 
information that might aid us in ' 
identifying individuals referred on 
misdemeanant charges as potential 
~elons, and providing correctional 
1ntervention. 

The lack of hard data generated by the first project 

year contraindicated the expense and time that would 

have been necessary for processing ,this limited amount 

of data. The limited sample would also have made 

questionable any results the data might have been 

expected to produce. Dr. Bridges, the program evaluator, 

noted: 

"That \vhile broader and more definitive 
~valuation procedures would have been desirable 
1n relation to the first year of the operation 
of the.Di~gnostic Center, these procedures were 
con~ra1n~lcated by the over-all status of the 
project 1n late August and early September of 
1973. Due to several important factors outside 
the control of pro~ect personnel, impact 
referr~ls to the D1agnostic Clinic began to 
~ccur 1n volume only by mid-summer of 1973. 
lhe total number of cases referred and 
p~ocessed at the time of the major evaluation 
effort for 1973 were not sufficient to warrant 

.~'~ Appendix I Page 34-35 
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research efforts, to realize some of the 
evaluation and research goals identified in 
the original project design and the Inter 
elaboration of the original design." -;~ 

The evaluation and research goals for 1974 will 

remain the same as stated in the original proposal and 

in the supplementary statement to that proposal. The 

goal th~s stated could not be operationally achieved 

the first year of the project due to the lag which was 

encountered in anticipated referrals to the Diagnostic 

Center. In terms of the present and the future expected 

activities of the Center these goals should be fully 

realized for the combined 73-74 operation of the 

Diagnostic Center. In his 1974 research objective 

statement, Dr. Bridges stated: 

"In lieu of sufficient referrals during the 
first eight months of clinic operation, upon 
which an adequate quantitative research 
effort could be based, and in view of the 
request for some documentation of project 
succe$s and achievement within the first 
eight.~onths of the project's implementation 
an int~rview survey was conducted during the 
end of: August and early part of September, 
1973, with diagnostic clinic staff, probation 
and parole line agents, probation and parole 
supervisory administrative staff an~ judges. 

lfuile these face to face informal interviews 
were time consuming as compared to a mailed 
questionnaire methodology, the evaluative 
approach was uniquely suited to the current. 
status of the project and the need for 
process documentation of the project. The 
experience obtained in the conduct of these 

~'~ Appendix I Page 7 
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interviews will help serve as a guide for 
the development of formal end of second year 
of project instruments, as well as serve as 
a crucial part of the over-all evaluation 
process of the Diagnostic Center project. 

A major step toward the realization of the 
research goal for the Diagnostic Center 
project,has been achieved during the first 
ei~ht months of the project in the 
preparation of procedures and instruments 
for the routine c611ection, of coding and 
coding of demographic personal, and 
psychological test data. ' Face sheets have 
been prepared for the routine collection of 
personal and demographic material and 
protoco15 has been developed for the coding 
of all relevant data, and ongoing 
procedures has been developed and 
implemented for transferring all data to 
coding sheets preparatory to key punching 
on to Hollerith cards. Thus, at the present 
time all necessary research steps have been 
achieved preliminary to the computer 
analysis and interpretation of the data for 
the combined two years of project operation. 1I 

Intake data gathered thus far indicates that 54% of 

those referred to the Center for evaluation had been 

convicted of 9 prior impact or impact related offense. 

(Possession of burglary tools, murder, criminal menacing, 

third degree assault etc.). If impact offenses 

occurring sometime in the past are taken into 

consideration nearly 70% of those referred were for 

impact related offenses. 15.09% of those seen were 

referred on drug related charges and 26.41% for property 

related crimes other than burglary. 
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In terms of age the 20-24 year old age group 

represented almost 45% of the number of people 

referred. Under 20 and over 35 represented just 

slightly more than 20% of total number of referrals. 

Chicanos were the most disproportionately 

represented ethnic group referred to the clinic for 

evaluation: In the City and County of Denver 

approximately 13% of the popUlation are Chicano, 33.23% 

of those seen for evaluation were of Hispanic ethnic 

origin. 13.21% of those seen were Black and Blacks 

represent 10% of the population of the City and County 

of Denver. ~fuites represented 51.57% of those seen and 

Whites represent 72% of the population of the City and 

County of Denver. Indian and Oriental ethnic groups 

were represented by less than 2% of those referred for 

evaluation and this is proportionate to their 

representation in the general population of the City 

and County of Denver. 

The total num~0r of referrals during the first 

project year "I,.]a8 181. The total number of referrals 

where the evaluation was actually completed was 159. 

There were 141 males, 18 females~ 53 of those referred 

were Chicano, 21 Blacks, 82 Anglos, 2 Indians, and 

1 Oriental . 
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Impact Related Offense Catagories: 

Number_~f Referrals 

Burglary 
Robbery 
Rape 
Assault 

Total 

Miscellaneous Offense Catagories: . 

Drug Related 
Property Related 
Misc. 

Age Groups: 

(- 20) 
(20-24) 
(25-29) 
(30-34) 
(35-39) 
(40-44) 
(45-49) 
(50 + ) 

Ethenic Origin: 

Chica-nos 
Blacks 
Anglos 
Indian 
Oriental 

Sources of Referrals: 

Total 

Total 

Total 

Judge Pre-sentence 
Field Probation 
Field Parole 
Judge Pre-trial 
Other 

Total 

37 
14 

9 
25 
85 

24 
42 

8 

74 

16. 
71 
37 
17 

6 
5 
0 
7 

159 

53 
21 
82 

2 
1 

159 

52 
60 
41 

2 
4 

159 

Percent 

23.27 
8.8 
5.67 

15.72 

53.46 

15.09 
26.41 

5.03 

46.54 

10.06 
44.65 
23.27 
10.69 

3.77 
3. JA 

0 
4.40 

100. 

33.33 
13.21 
51. 57 
1. 26 

.63 

100. 

32.70 
37.73. 
25.79 

1. 26 
2.52 

100. 
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GOAL 4. Demonstration of inter-agency cooperation 

Our fourth and last objective in 
applying for funds for the Diagnostic 
Center was to demonstrate the 
cooperative effort involving four 
autonomous correctional agencies. The 
agencies involved are the Denver County 
Court of Proba tion Services, \\There the 
Diagnostic Center is located, the 
Denver District Court, the Denver 
District Court Probation Department, 
and the Denver Division of the 
Colorado State Department of Parole. 

Dr. Bridges evaluative study of the project which 

was conducted in August and early September of 1973 is 

probably the best measure of achievement of this goal. 

Dr. Bridges conducted telephone and personal interviews 

(semi-structured ~nd un-structured) with 46 people 

. including five judges \vho hear criminal cases, all six 

members of the Center's staff, three probation and 

parole administrators, 29 probation and parole officers 

(including those who had not referred, as \~7el1 as those 

who had referred clients to the Center) and three 

supervisors who had not referred clients directly. 

The telephone interviews with the directors of the 

probation and parole departments showed a positive 

opinion of the Center's services. There were no problems 

indicated by these men with regard to evaluations or the 

procedures. Both directors thought that the referrals 

from their organizations would increase. 
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Three division supervisors of the District Court 

Probation Department were interviewed. All three were 

very positive about the quality of the service provided 

and the needs of the departments that the services were 

meeting~ Supervisors as well as others interviewed 

stressed the need for evaluations on those held in the 

County Jail. No other procedural problems were 

mentioned. 

Dr. Bridges study showed acceptance of the 

Diagnostic Center by a large majority of those who used 

the service as well as positive feelings from some 

personnel who had not used Lhe clinic. Top 

administrators of the District Court Parole Department 

were very favorable toward the diagnostic services 

provided. There were some indications from the 

interviews for expansion of the Diagnostic Center to 

evaluate those offenders held in County Jail. A little 

more than half of the paro:e and probation officers 

indicated they would send more clients to the Center in 

the future. There were very few expressed procedural 

difficulties and the over-all relationships among the 

County Court Probation, District Court Probation and the 

Department of Parole revolving around the Court 

Diagnostic Center appear to be proceeding smoothly with 

no obvious inter-organizational confJicts. 
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MAJOR ACCot1PLISHMENTS 

The Denver Court Diagnostic Center is, as Impact 

Cities projects go, a relatively simple and inexpensive 

endeavor. In that the Center serves in a staff 

capacit¥ to referring agencies it is about as non

controversial and non-political as a criminal justice 

agency can be. With few exceptions people agree that 

information of a psychological and psychiatric nature 

is a valuable addition in understanding the individuals 

involved in serious criminal activity. 

In this context the major accomplishment of the 

project was the general recognition of the need for a 

diagnostic and evaluation center and the willingness of 

the administrators of the various criminal justice 

agencies to cooperate in making the Center a success. 

Being selected as the ag~ncy to implement the felony 

diagnostic program is viewed by the Diagnostic Center 

staff as recognition of the Denver County Court Diagnostic 

Clinic and its unique contribution to the advancement of 

correctional practice at the misdemeanant level of 

criminal activity over the past six years. This is 

considered a major accomplishment. At this writing 24,000 

peopJe convicted of minor offenses have been seen by the 

Clinic staff. Expanding these clinical services to felony 

jurisdictions was a logical step in utilizing this 
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experience and in implementing a thoroughly viable and 

unique court services idea for general use by other 

criminal justice agencies in the City and County of 

Denver. 

I~ accepting the Impact Cities felony project the 

Denver County Court Probation Services Department was 

present~d with a n8W research opportunity and while the 

first year's opinion survey of agencies utilizing the 

felony evaluation service gave us information justifying 

a second year's operation, the objective evaluation of 

data collected over the two year period of the project 

may provide us with information that will further refine 

our preventative efforts with those misdemeanants 

referred to the Center by the County Courts, and in the 

long term reduce the number of serious crimes committed 

in Denver. 

The project has demonstrated that a psychological 

and psychiatric evaluation of some depth need not take 

30 days to six weeks to be accomplished. 'Of equal 

importance to the flexibility and rapidity of the 

service is the Center's correctional setting. The 

Center staff is attuned philosophically with other 

criminal justice agencies and the difference this makes 

is quite apparent ""hen Center staff have evaluated an 

- • ...".<r-c ..---~...,....,.------ -_. • 
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individual and a medical agency evaluation is made at 

the same time. The different priorities that emerge 

are sometimes striking. In a purely medical setting the 

individual and the problems he presents seem paramount. 

A more ~a]anced approach, recognizing legal realities 

and the interests of society and the individual seem to 

emerge in the Center's evaluations. 

MAJOR PROBLEMS 

Some initial difficulty in getting our diagnostic 

teams admitted to the County Jail 'i'las encountered. Hith 

the help of the Director of Corrections, the City and 

County of Denver and the Associate t~rden at the County 

Jail this was partially resolved. One of the 

psychologist assistants is on Federal Probation and is 

denied admittance. \fuen he is released from parole in 

February or March, 1974 another attempt will be made to 

allow him to enter the County Jail for testing purposes. 

His inability to be admitted detracts from the Center's 

capacity to evaluate incarcerated offenders. 

The 20 mile round trip to the County Jail still 

presents some problems as does the lack of adequate 

secure interview and testing space in the lock-up 

facility in the City and County Building. Eliminating 

the second problem would increase greatly our ability to 

respond to the courts pre-sentencing needs, and could be 
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~ccomplished by having a deputy sheriff assigned to the 

Center during the day s6ift. This would not only 

increase the Center's capacity to see incarcerated felony 

offenders but also eliminate the need to test and 

interview 2 to 5 incarcerated misd~meanant offenders 

daily in the cramped, noisy lock-up facility at the City 

and County Building. It should be mentioned 

parenthetically that no consideration (to my knowledge) 

was given this problem in planning for the new city jail. 

When that multimillion dollar facility is complete, 

Denver County Court Probation, District Court Probation, 

Parole, Defense Attorneys, TASC Screeners, Bonding 

Interviewers, etc. will still have to compete for very 

limited space to do their necessary work. 

SUMMARY 

The evaluation study made by Dr. Bridges in the 

late summer and early fall of 1973 sh01ved acceptance of 

the Diagnostic Center by a large majority of those 'vho 

had used the services as well as positive. feelings from 

some personnel who had not used the Center. Many 

officers ,,7ho make pre-sentencing and supervision 

decisions felt the diagnostic evaluation useful and 

influential. Among those who were negative several 

indicated that the diagnostic report could be of use if 
/ 

more specific suggestions were made. Three of the five 
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judges are well aware of the Center's functions and have 

used the evaluations. Top administrators of the 

District Court Probation and Parole Departments are very 

favorable toward the diagnostic services. There ate 

strong ~ndications from the interviews for expansion of 

the diagnostic services to those offenders held in the 

County jail, and with the additional staff capacity this 

problem should diminish somewhat. A littIe more than 

half of the parole and probation officers indicated that 

they ']1 f more clients to the Center in the future. 1vL. _ re .er 

There were very few expressed procedural difficulties 

and the over-all relationship among the County Court 

Probation and Colorado Department of Parole revolving 

around the County Court Diagnostic Center appears to be 

proceeding smoothly with no obvious inter-organizational 

conflicts. 

With regard to the research objectives the 

development of profiles of impact offenders and 

comparison of these profiles with non-impact offenders 

the data has not been analyzed at this time. The 

analysiS \Vill be done during the second year of the 

proj ec t h7hen a 1 [-lrge enough number of c 1. ien ts have been 

tested and have had data recorded to develop stable 

£ '1 Both background data and test data will be pro. L es. 
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used. In addition)the second year of the project will 

provide da ta on the influence of diagnos tic infoT'ma tion 

on sentencing and supervision decisions and perhaps 

evidence reJating to the role o~ these decisions on 

recidivism. 

Procedures and instruments for the routine 
. 

collection of demographic;persona1 history, criminal 

history and test data have been developed and are in 

operation. Face sheets for recording of personal 

demographic and criminal history information are being 

used. This information as well as test data are being 

coded and will be transferred to punch cards for 

computer analysis at the end of the second project year. 

]974 PROJECT YEAR 

During the 1974 project year our goal is to provide 

8 to 11 evaluations per week for the courts, probation 

and parole. The additional diagnostic team provided by 

1974 funds will increase our capacity to provide 

evaluations for those incarcerated in the County Jail. 

hTe anticipate se-nding each diagnostic team to the jail 

one day a week. At this writing the judges of the 

District Court Criminal Division have been informed of 

our availability for jail work. 
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The response to the Center being open during certain 

evening hours has been good and by April, 1974 the Ceoter 

\",i11 be open Monday) Tuesday and Hedne sday evenings un ti 1 

9:00 p.m. The cooperating agencies have been informed of 

the expanded evening hours. 

Those research objectives that could not be 

accomplished during the first project year because of 

limited data will be completed during 1974. The 

following effectiveness and efficiency objectives for 

1974 were developed in cooperation with the Denver Anti

Crime Council staff. 

EFFECTIVENESS OBJECTIVE 1: To provide psychological 
and psycfiiatric diagnostic evaluation on impact and 
other offenders referred from the District Courts, 
the District Court Probation Department and the 
Colorado Department of Parole. 

Efficiency Objective 1-]: Provide 8 to 11 complete 
diagnostic evaluations per week (416 to 572 for the 
year) to judges, intake probation officers, field 
probation and parole officers and to the 
psychologist of the intensive parole and probation 
supervision projects. 

Efficiency Objective 1-2: To utilize the 
information contained in the diagnostic evaluation 
report for sentencing decision, supervision 
practices and treatment strategies for convicted 
offenders and offenders already on active parole 
and probation supervision. 
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EFFECTIVENESS OBJECTIVE 2: To provide basic information 
ahout the background and psychological functioning of 
impact offenders in order to develop treatment models 
and to assess the etiological factors prevalent in 
impact offenders. 

Efficiency Objective 2-1: Provide normative rlqta 
on the various tests and background variables for 
impact offenders as a group, as well as for each 
type of offense. 

Efficiencf Objective 2-2: . Develop profile of 
impact of~enders basea on psychologica 1 tes ts, 
demographic data, criminal history data and other 
background da ta for the group as a ~.vhole and for 
each impact offender category. 

Efficiency Objective 2-3: Derive possible 
etiological factors and treatment strategies 
from the data on impact offenders. 

Efficiency Ob~ective 2-4: To compare impact and 
non-impact of~enaers on the variables measured 
(tests, criminal history, other background data, 
etc.) . 

EFFECTIVENESS OBJECTIVE 3: To continue the cooperative 
erforts of four Dutonomous criminal justice agencies 
(Denver County Court Probation, Denver District Court 
Probation, the Colorado Department of ParoJ.e, and the 
Criminal Division of the Denver District Court) around 
the utilization of the Diagnostic Center. 
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I SU~fNARY AND !(ECON~IS~;DXrIO~S 

The following summary of the evaluation study and the 

conclusions reached are presented at the beginning of the 

report as an aid to the reader. hThile the report is not 

overly long,' it i~ based primarily upon a descriptive, case 

methodology. Therefore, many individualized comments are 

reported concerning response to the service of the Diagnostic 

Clinic. \~T"},ile a more quantified research methodology wou1d 

be appropriate, ultimately, the current approach was con

sidered to be (the most useful for the present status of the 

project. 

In summary, the primary methodology utilized during the 

latter part of August and the early part of September of 1973 

was that of the semi-stru~tured and unstructured interview. 

In ether words, opinions were sought of participants, and 

other rele~ant personnel, concerning the operation and 

effectiveness of the Diagnostic Clinic project. In total 46 

face to face and telephone interviews were conducted in 

relation to the evaluative study. In addition certain 

structured, questionnaire responses had also been obta~ned 

from both judges and p~obatio~ and parole personnel. Based 

upon the pro~edures utilized, the following general findings 

emerged. 



~\J:-r1!T1.o.lry of Study Findings: 

A t t 11 e t i rn e 0 f the ~ va lu a t i on stu i: :/ the s e r v ice s 0 f the 

Diagnostic Clinic appeared to be well accepted. ~fuile there 

were some dissenters, the diagnostic evaluations were con-

sidered to be of help in both the Court disposition and in 

the ongoing "supervision of the case. The evaluations were 

considered ~y many to make a significant difference in both 

decisions regarding disposition of the case and in decisions 

regarding supervision strategies and approaches. 

2 

The participating probation and parole agencies appeared ,'"" , 

to be adequately knowledgeable concerning the servic~s pro-

"vic1ed by the Diagnostic Clinic. \<.Thile somewhat more intensive 

atld earlier public relations and educational efforts may have 

been ideally made on the part of Diagnostic Clinic staff, the 

efforts that were made appeared to fit, functionally, the on~ 

going operational capability of the Clinic. In other words, 

earlier referrals in greater riumbers ~ight have placed an 

overload upon the staff of the Diagnostic Clinic. 

By all reports, the referrals to the Diagnostic Clinic 

will continue to increase during the months to come." The 

value of the services provided appears to be well recognized, 

and operational obstacles to referrals by participating 

agencies are being overcome. That is to say, that both the 

probation and parole agencies have been pre-occupiod by their 

• mm in terna 1 imDera ti ve s and change s, aDd the various agents 
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have not been ideally free to concentrate upon the di~gnostic 

needs of their cases. It appeared to the evaluator that many 

of thes~ internal needs were in the process of being resolved 

in the late summer of 1973, and that the Diagnostic Clinic 

could anticipate a consider~ble influx of cases during the 

fall and early wi~ter of 1973. 

It should be mentioned again, that if this anticipated 

request for Diagnostic Clinic services is to be met adequatelx, 

aoother psychological team must be added to the present 

complement of Clinic personnel. 

Perhaps the major procedural problem which emerged ~s a 

result of the interviews was ,the lack of evaluation provided 

for those individuals held in custody in the County Jail. 

These cases wore seen not only as most needing diagnostic 

sc=vices, by all systems personnel, but were also seen as 

those cases most lacking in adequate evaluation. The desi.red 

evaluations of the cases held in custody could, by all 

expectations, add 10 to 15, if not more, referrals a month to 

the Diagnostic Clinic. 

From the evaluative interviews that were held it would 

appear that all participating systems have been adequately 

lnJormed of the services of the DiagT.)ostic Clinic, with the 

exception of the Bench. ~lile it is recognized by the 

evaluator that efforts have been made to inform and educate 

all relevant systems concerning the services and functions of 

, ' , 

~ 
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the D t E! g :l 0 s tic eli n i c, i t \~' a s e v i cI e n tat the tim e a [ the 

evaluation study that two judges, out of the five handling 

criminal cases, could benefit [rom interpretive efforts by the 

staff of the Diagnostic Clinic. 

Hhile the benefits of the diagnostic evaluations \yere 

acknowledged by both investigative and supervising personnel, 

it ,",auld appear tha.t the reports c~>uld be made somewhat more 

useful to investigative agents. In view of this it is suggested 

that par.t.icular a\·lBreness be given r.D the needs of the probation 

staff invest~gating cases for Court disposition. It should be 

men tioned I pa,renthe tieally tha t th2se agents do not have a 

psychologist available to them for the concrete translation of 

evaluation reports into treatment action. 

A very pleasant finding in the evaluation study was the 

high degree of positive affect, expressed by most of the persons 

contacted) toward the Diagnostic Clinic Project. Even in those 

cases where some fault \'las found, ameliorating statements ,,,ere 

made. In the opinion of the researcher, this response speaks 

to the general value that is placed upon the service being 

provided b~ the Diagnostic Clinic. 

Recommendations: 

In terms of the study findings reported, the following 

r~con~endations are made by the evaluator for implementation 

bv the staff of the Diagnost1c Clinic project. 

1. Efforts should be made to acquire a third evaluative 

tea~ (consisting of a licensed psychologis~ and an 



2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

~dminlstrativc intern). 

Efforts should be made to educate and inform two of 

the criminal judges concerning the functions and 
/ 

services of the Diagnostic Clinic. 

Routine evening hours should be arranged in the 

operation of the Diagnostic Clinic. 

Greater efforts should be made to meet the particular 

needs of investigative personnel in relation to the 

services of the Diagnostic Clinic. 

Actions need to be taken to ensure that cases held 

in custody in the County Jail will receive adequate 

evaluation. 

\ 

\ 
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I T BACKGROt.:~lD FOP. THE STCDY 

The present evaluation study of the Diagnostic Clinic 

Project of the Denver County Probation Office was focused upon 

one type of measure of effectiveness; the opinions of users 

and potential users of the services provided toward the 

Diagnostic Clinic program. This specific approach was taken 

in the 19?3 evaluation study of the Project since the opinions 

of personnel in the participating correc.tional and judi"cial 

systems, toward the Diagnostic Clinic services, were most 

important to obtain at that particular point in time. While 

these opinibns and reactions to the Project must be considered 

as soft ~s opposed to hard data regarding effectiveness of the 

Project, they do provide i particular kind of measure of 

effectiveness. In addition, the opinions, obtained offered a 

6 

monitoring of the processes utilized by the Diagnostic Clinic, 

and thus could provide feedback for necessary changes and 

corrections of procedures, if indicated. As part of the' 

evaluation design int~rviews were held by the Project evaluator 

with all of the staff immediately connected with the Diagnostic 

Clinic. One of the goals in conducting these interviews with 

staff, in addition to the monitoring and feedback functions 

Gerved, was to assess the congruence or lack of congruence 

which existed between the'perceptions of staff and the per

ceptions of outside personnel toward the operation of the 

Project. A marked lack of congruence between these perceptions 



.' 
'~:ouJd provide a \.;arnLng i(1dic'~\Lor. that sDeci.fic explanat.ions 

~er.e required for the factors creating the ambiguity and 

While broader and more definitive evaluation procedures 

would have been desirable in relation to the first year of 

operation of the Diagnostic Clinic, these procedures were Con

traindicated by the over-all status of the Project in lat~ 

August and early September of 1973. Due to several important 

factors outside the control of Project personnel, Impact 

referrals to the Diagnostic Clinic began to occur., in volume, 

only by mid-summer of 1973. The total number of cases referred 

and processed at the time of the major eVRluation effort for 

1973 \'Jere not sufficient to \·mrrant resec.\!:ch efforts to realize 

some of the evaluation and research goals identified in the 

ol'igil1Cll Projec.t research design cmd in t.h2 later suppl(=ment 

.:lnd elaboration to the original d€:sign. These goal~ state'd, 

in gene~a.l, tha t in add i tion to an examinat :Len: of user opinicm 

t.OHB rd the Pro j ec t, a l t.en tion vlOuld b~ f ocnsed upon the e ffec t 

of the Project on recidivism rates a cost/benefit analysis would 

be conducted if feasible, and a research eX2mination would be 

tnade of Impact offender characteristics based upon the data 

collected in the course of the Project. 

In view of the questionable validity of these research 

e.oals at t.he time of the 1973 ('valuation, and in lieu DC the 

e]aborat~d re.search pt'ocE~durcs, the decision \'183 made 1..:0 

COllCentr8te res2nrch effort upon persoil8L intervLews with the 

sLaff of the par-ti.cipating correctional .:mel judicial system::;. 

I 

• 
h L b( "ivcn to obtaining f Lh ,") . r thrust whic, ·,·ms 0 .:: 6' ~ecausa 0 ~ maJo. 

the personal opinions 

decided that contact, 

and reacLions of these personnel it was 

Lather thc:m mrtiled quesLionnai.res, \>:o\.lld 

be the preferred methodology. The methods employed and the 

results of these evaluation interv1evs a . re reported below. 

\\,~'ll discuss the following research ihe present report ~ 

procedures' and findings: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

5. 

6. 

. t ' facesheet to obtain The development of the 1n erV1ew 
personal history and demographic data. 

The development: of the computer coding protocol and 
f th~ routine processing of imp~ct procedures or ,:; 

offender data. 

employed in the evaluation procedures The methodology 

conduc ted in t\ late August and early September of 1973. 

frotn the que s t ionnaire s sen t to judge s in The findings 
June 1973. 

from the postcard questionnaires routinely The findings 
sent to all individuals refe~ring cases . 

. t . us conduc ted The findings from the evaluation l.n erV1e' 

h1 late August and ear.ly September lY73. 

Before procee J_ng c. ~.:> d ' to a diQcllCsion of the research procedures 

f implementatio~ of the and findings for the first year 0 

a brief overview of the 'programmatic Diaanostic Clinic Project, o 

e~periences will be helpful. The context of the operational 

. . was placed in late August of 1973 situation in ~hich the Clin1c 

f th o eVOllua tion que s tions \vhich needed determined the nature 0 ~ c 

tIle maJ'or thrust of the 1973 research tu be asked, and therefore 

evaluation p~ocedures. 



Briefly, the total number ~[ referrals to the Diagnostic 

:linic, and partiCtilarly the referral of Impact cases, durinz 
'-' 

the first six months of Clinic operation was the cause for scme 

concern. The referrals did not occur in the volume expected. 

(Data regarding the num~er and types of referrals by specific 

time periods a~e available in the administrative report of the 

Project director.) This reduction of cases, from the volume 

anticipated during the first year of Clinic operation, thus 

impinged upon the research goals which had been established for 

1973. In the late summer of 1973 it became apparent that a 

detailed study of Impact offender characteristics would more 

profitably conducted with a greater total number of cases than 

would be available by December 31, 1973. Furthermore, questions 

regarding the effectiveness of the Diagnostic Clinic Projec.t as 

it has impact upon recidivism rates and consequent cost/benefit 

ratios could be examined with greater validity as a.greater 

numb~r of cases were available for evaluative analysis. 

In view of these conside~ations. the primary questions which 

\·/ere posed for a reseClrch evaluation effort in the late summer 

of 1 9 7 3 i'; ere : 

1. Hhat can be anticioated in terms of future referrals • 
to the Diagnostic Clinic? h7ill they be sufficient to 
justify the further illPut of Impact funds, and \'7i11 

they be sufficient to realize the research go~ls for 
the Project. 

2. \·!ha t \-;ere the reasons for the 10v7 volume of ref:oRrrals 
during the first six months:~ of Diagnostic Clinic 
operation? 

3. 

• 

• 

I\:re changes -or modificatioil~' required in proc~dLlrcs 
and approaches to ensure that future programmatic 

goals will be met sufficiently? 

'. 
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III ROUTIKE r~TA COllECTIO~ PROCEDURES 

Prior to the beginning operational date of January 15, 1973 

an intervie~ facesheet was prepared for the routine collection 

of. personal "history and demographic data. Huch of t.he· data 

collected by means of this facesheet will be included in the 

over-all stitistical analysis which is now to be conduc~ed at 

the end of the second year of the Diagnostic Clinic Project. 

In the early spring of 1973 a coding protocol was 

developed for'the routine translation of personal history, 

demographic, and psychological test data onto IBM (or Hollerith) 

cards. Routine procedures w~re established for Ihe coding 

process so that a data deck will be ready for c6mputer analysis 

in late 197L~. T"r-aining iTltervie,·]s were conducted wi~h the 

personnel concerned with the coding and transcription process. 

A pre-test procedure was employed in the preparation of the 

coding protocol, and following conferences with Diagnostic 

Clinic staff around the initial statement of the coding 

protocol, reco~nended modifications were made. Consequently, 

the routine data collection procedures have been establish2d 

and are operating effectively at the present tIme. (Copies ~f 

bot1l the interview faceshect and the coding protocol are 

<ppench~d to the pres~nt report.) 

• 
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IV EVALlJAT r O~; HETliODOI.OGY 

As mentioned above, the evaluative methodology for the 

first year of Diagnostic Clinic implementation underwent change 

in the summer of 1973. Because of the relatively slow start of 

the Project certain evaluative questions emerged ,."hich had not 

been anticipated earlier. In view of the reduced number of 

referrals, from those expected, it became of utmost imp~rtance 

to determine the anticipated future demands which most probably 
" " 

would be made upon the services provided by the Diagnostic 

CLinic. ConEiderable priority was also attached, in late August 

Df 1973, to the .responses of those individuals \0,11'10 had utilized 

the services of the Diagnostic Clinic. In essence, the 

evalu.ative questions in August of 1973 condensed to the 

ftJl10\Ving: "~·;as the service of the Diagnos tic Clin ic proving 

to be of help to District Court judges and to parole and 

probation officers, and would there be sufficient future demand 

for the services justify continued support by Impact crime funds? 

The research methodology that was adopted to "answer these 

crucial questiolls was tbat of the personal intervie\v. It \o,18S 

decided that personal contact with the users, and potential 

users p of Diagnostic Clinic services would best answer these 

questions. Through this approach there could be anticipated 

both a greater sharing of thoughts a~d reactions, as well as a 

better percentage of responses as compnred to the mailed 

qucstionaaire approach. Of particular value, at the time of the 

sLudYl were the subjectiv2 evaluations of Clinic service made by 
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the vari.olls personnel. Hany of the comments made ""'Qulrl not have 

been elicited through a mailed questionnaire methodology. 

It should be elaborated that the personal interview 

approach contained three basic objectives, essential to the 

continued implementation of the Diagnostic Clinic Project. They! 

\.;ere as £0110\'1s: 

1. 

2 • 

3. 

The assessment of the effectiveness of the services 
provided by the Diagnostic Clinic. 

The identification of any. changes or modifications 

"7hich might be required iTI the routine procedures 
established within the Diagnostic Clinic. 

The interpretation of the Diagnostic Clinic to the 

persons interviewed. 

Particular comment migllt be made upon the third purpose for 

the evaluative interviews identified above. At the time of the 

evnluation study, in late August and early September of 1973, 

the interpretation of the Diagnostic Clinic Project I'las still a 

vital, ongoing process. It was quite possible, and in fact 

probable, th8c personal evaluation interviews with relevant 

sys tam pc~rsonnel could serve the dual purposes of both 

evaluation and continued program interpretation. 

proved to be the case as will be reported below. 

This, in fac.t • 
. ~ , 

An interview schedule was drafted (and is included in the 

appendix to the present report) for interviews with relevant 

probation and parole personnel. This schedule served as a 

guide in the intervic\v3 which Here held subsequently l,vith these 
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staff ~crsons. Evaluation intervieT,ols \-lC7~e also conducted \dth 

probation and parole supervisory and administrative personnel. 

In addition, those judge~ currently handling felony cases in 

District Court were interviewed to obtain their opinions about 

the services provided by the Diagnostic clinic. The last group 

of individuals who were selected to be interviewed were the 

staff members of the Diagnostic Clinic itself. As mentioned 

earlier, it was desirable to determine if any great lack of 

congruence existed between the perceptions of staff members 
. 

toward the service provided and ~he perceptions of those using 

the service; In addition these interviews with staff would 

have the potential for identifying any changes which might be 

desirable in the operating procedures of the Diagnostic Clinic. 

In total then, either telephone or face to face interviews were 

held with the following personnel duripg the last week of August 

and the first week in September, 1973: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

5. 
6. 

Probation agents 
Probation supervisory and administrative personnel 

Parole agents 
Parole supervisory and administrative personnel 

Judges 
Staff of the Diagnost.ic Clinic Project 

The interviews with probation and parole personnel were 

s·emi - s true tured in na ture, as \\'ere the in terv i'e.t,'S he 1 d \..7i th the 

staff of the Diagnostic Clinic. Areas wer2 identified in which 

the opinions of respondents would be sought~ ~n~ ~iLh the 

excep tiOT) of S 2 ',.7e ra 1 que s tioD S, no c los ed ended re sponse s ,,;ere 



provided. (These two interview schedules are appended to the 

prGs~nt report,) Since the responses were open ended in nature, 

the data obtained did not lend itself to systematic, quantitative 

compilation. as might have been true for a mailed, checklist 

questionTlai·re. 'The advantage, hOi~'ever; \'lBS that a great deal of 

discursive material could be obt~i:ncd, and the reasons for 

particular responses could be probed and explored. This approach 

necessarily placed considerable responsibility upon the 

researcher for the analysis and interpretation of the data 

received. In view of these considerations much of the data 

obtained will be reported textualJ_v rather than' t b 1 f J 1.n a u ar ' orm. 

In the interviews with judge~ and with supervisory and 

administrative personnel an unstructured approach was taken. 

The general purpose for the intervie\vs I hmvever) ",as to obtain 

their reactions to the Diaonostic Clinic services. to the I.:> ,mallner 

in ,.;hich services ',,;rere being coordinated ",ith their OWD 

organizations, and to obtain their opinions regarding any 

prob lems \vh ich rnigh t be apparen t to them. 

In total, 4b interviews were conducted in the research 

evaluation study. The table following presents the number and 

percentage of persons interviewed from each of the ~ystems 

relevant to the services of the Diagnostic Clinic. Prior to the 

b .. r:. lh . t . . egJ..nn1.ng, o~: ' .. e 1n erV1.e~.., process a list. was compiled of all 

• ]. • 1 ) • , 
~na1.Vl~ua.s ~ho nas referred cases to the Diagnos~i~ Clinic. As 

Tnble 1. incJ i.e.::! te s '3Z~ proba tiOll anel parole: agen ts had .referred 
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cases to the Diagnostic Clinic at the time of the evaluation 

study. It · ... 'as de term :Lned approx imD te ly tha t there \vas a to ta 1 

population of 43 probatio,n and parole agents ,~'ho might be 

expected to make use of the services of the Diagnostic Clinic. 

Thus, at the time of the study seventy-nine percent (79%) of 

those probation and ~arole agents who might have been expected 

to utilize ~he services of the Diagnostic Clinic had in fact 

done so in at least one instance. Interview ~ontact was 

successfully made with 25 of the probation and parole agents 

who had referred cases, and this was seventy-three percent 

(73%) of the total. There were only nine individuals who might 

have been expected to use the Clinic services, who had not done 

80" and contect was made \vith four of these probation and parole 

Table 1 shows that interview contact was made with all 

five of the judges handling felony cases at the time of the 

study, and contact was also established with three of the four 

top administrative personnel in the probation and parole 

. t' o:rgr.tn1.za 1.ons. In addition, interviews were held with five 

supervisors or division supervisors in probation an~ parole, 

although this is not an unduplicated count from those 

individuals having referred cases to the Clinic. In several 

ins tance s, hmvever, sllpervi sors were in te rvie~\~ed wh.o had no t 

personally referred cases to the Diagnostic Clinic. Interviews 

\.,'ere held, as Table 1 demonstrates, \vith all of the staff 

members connected with the Diaoonost)'c rl' • U J. l.n J.C. 



In summary, Table 1 indicates, that, at the time of the 

evaluation study, an extremely high percentage of personnel 

had made at least beginning use of the Diagnostic Clinic. 
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Furthermore, evaluative interviel,ols \Vere held \o1ith approximately 

three-fourths of all individuals who might be expected to pro

vide opiniops relevant to the oper~tion of the Diagnostic 

Clinic. 

An attempt was made to contact all of the personnel 

1dentified a~ relevant tb the con~erns of the evaluation study. 

Those individuals not interviewed were either on vacation, or 

could not be contacted in spite of a number of attempts to do 

so, 

Table 1 

Number and Percent of Relevant 
Personnel Interviewed 

Job Position Number of Relevant 
Individuals 

Judge 
Y\ • t • l..'Hlgnos :~c Clinic 
Staff l·jember 

Parole or Probation 
I\dmini s t ra tor 
p'r.oba t ion and Parole 
Personnel \~ho Hade 
RC!ferrals 
P1.' oba t ion 2nd Pa TO 1 E' 

Personnel Who Had Not 
Heferred Cases 
S~Jpe!'visors ~,rho Hr.\d L\ot 
flr.>fe"'rO(l c"'-"'- r'l'~~ct'·· .. \.......... • _ t:; J C..I. ~ 'C" ... -:.. ..~. 1. C • J. Y 

5 
6 

4 

3(+ 

9 

'1otal l,umber of Persons IntervieHeo 

Number 
Interviewed 

5 

6 

3 

25 

Percen t 
In teT:V iewed 

100% 
100% 

75% 

73% 

4//,% 

1 

J 8 

.'osLc.,:n.-d Responses or Users 

In addition to the 46 evaluation interviews that were 

;onducte~ for the study n. routine procedure had also been 

~stablished for obtaining the opinions of Clinic users toward 

the service pro~ided, and this data will be reported in the 

findings section,below. Postcards were routinely attached to 

the evaluation report sent to the referring personnel, \'1ho 

.... 'ere asked to complete and return the postcard, to the project 

evaluator at the University of Denver. The purpose of these 

short, pos tcard que s tionnaires \vas no t to obtain de ta i led 

evaluative iriformation, but rather to provide a means for the 

ongoing monitoring of general response to the service provided. 

In other words, the postcard questionnaires were intended 

simply to provide a rough "indicator" of the ongoing response 

of Clinic users. 

The individuals receiving evaluations from the Diagnostic 

Clinic were asked to indicate whether the evaluation was to be 

used primarily in the supervision or disposition of the case, 

and the degree to ,·;hich the offic0.r found the evaluation to be 

of help. (A copy of the postcard questionnaire is ~ppended to 

thci present report.) 

Since the rou title at tachmen t of pas tcard que s tionnaires 

Lo the completed diag'nostic eVAluation was begun several 

11unths following the beginning operation of the Clinic, 

identical mailed questionnaires were sent to those officers '" .... ~ 
'. ''',' l' n -::.' " .... -:., Tin' , .. 1 '\! r r, F c. l' ,- 0 (1 .... L 0 ~ .... ~ y - OJ _ .. ':) - J •. ~-.. - t..: _ J. ..J c.a scs. 
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~ueSl.:i0:mn~re~nt tO~l1(!R.es in June 1973 

In June of 1973 questionnaires were sent to District Court 

judges to determine their opinions concerning the Diagnostic 

Clinic. Two of these questionnaires were returned, and the 

results ... :1.11 be discussed in t 11 e £ in din g s section below. 

~~----------~--

V F I:':DINGS: POSTCARD QUESTIO~:;lt.IRE A~\D JUDGES QUESTIO~~~AI~E 

The Postcard QUestionnaire: 

At the writing of the present report (September 10, 1973) 

~esponses had been received in relation to 61 diagnostic 

evaluati.on reports. As mentioned above these responses were 

made both bn postcards and on single sh~ets of paper wi~h which 

a stamped, addressed envelope was enclosed. While th~ same 

information Nas sought in these t"l0 questionnaire forms 1 it was 

interesting to note that many more written comments were made 

on the single sheets of paper than upon the postcards. 

\Vhile the e:>~ac t percen tage of response on these pos tcard 

questionnairE:s could not be determined it should be noted that 

the response rate h'as quite high. (rt is estimated that the 

response rate Has at least 80%, and very probably it was some

what higher than this.) 

The results of these brief, mailed questionnaires ?re 

reported below in Tables 2 and 3. It is signific~nt to note 

that in relation to less than 10% of the cases were' the 

eV.:lluations judged to be of "little or no help." It is also 

of interest to note that the cases were referred in approx

~mately equal numbers for assistance in disposition of the case 

and for assistance in supervision of the case. 



Taule 2 

Reason rorReferring Case to 
the Diagnostic Clinic 

Reason for Referral Number of Cases 

Case Disposition 

Case Supervision 

'1: 30 

31 
Totals 61 

Table 3 

Helpfulness of the Diagnostic 
Evaluation 
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Percent of Cas~s 

49 

51 ---
100% 

. __ ._-_._-------
Degree of Help Number Perc.ent 

,-----.-_._---
Very Helpful 28 46 

Somewhat Helpful 27 t~4 

6 10 ----- ----Of litLle or n~ help 
Totals 61 100% 

,----------,------------

,'. 
" In 10 of the cases the respondents checked both disposition 

and supervision. These CD.ses \Vere placed '.vithin the 

disposition category. 

I 
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A number of written comments were mDdc on the question-

naires concerning the helpfulness, or lack of helpfulness, of 

the evaluations. A representative sample of these comments are 

report.ed below. 

The following comments were made concerning the help

fulness of the evaluations: 

"The evaluation \\'a5 helpful in that it indicated the 

proclivities of the defendant (dangerous to society, etc.) 

which along with t~e evidence shown at trial and the 
information contained in the regular probation report, 

subst.antially helped me in deciding on the sentence.!' 
(This comment -r,,,ras made by a judge who had refe'cred a case 

directly to the Diagnostic Clinic.) 

liThe defendant apparently relies on his 're l.i.gious I 

answers for any and ali questions or explanations. The 
evaluation put this officer on guard to same and hope

fully we are working at a more realistic outlook on 

defendant's behalf." 

tiThe evaluation was of great help personally to me. 

r was able to direct the defendant's energy ·towards more 

re spans ib 1e. goals. He is extreme ly happy no~.'l. \I 

liThe eValuation Has of help because of the fact that 

it shot,',ed the ('.lient ,,1ould not be responsive to directed 
psychiatric care. It also shmved the need for c.loser ties 

and understanding between him and his father. An under
standing has been reached between the two and they have 

reconcilC!d a lot of differences. II 

"Thc:: evaluatiOll cCll.lsed me to chC:.mgt~ my methods of 

supervising this man, ·and he has responded Letter to a 
helping method rather than a harsh enfor.cement method." 



"The join t n~ ferr.t11 a [ _____ (Jnd his \·.'i Ee gave thi s 

agent a better insight as 

together in spite of many 

to why tll i s coup Ie renlC1 ineci 

adversities. It also confirmed 

as a habitual criminal. II previous diagnosis of ___ _ 

"It .was very helpful in that '·le had not received any 

d · t 1 cie fendan tIs men ta I hea 1 th 'other information regar ~ng : 1e 

state. We knew that Mr. had some 6sychological 

bl' ,11l'1e jn the military and yOUl:' diagnosis helped pro ems \'., . - , . 
, - . 'f these problems have been minimized s ~nce us ~n ::-eeillg ~. . " 

his release from the military hospitnl. I also apprec~ate 

compl nted the evaluation and returned it to us the \~1C1y you <.;;; 

in the .very short time." 

"111' . ae asp _ ... h] ec ~al condition on his parole, 

He" "laS to ~eek psychological treatment upon his release. 

Trw evaluation showed he elid not need or Hould benefit 

t t ' This renort was from trea trnen tat the pre sen - 'l,me. t' 

fot'h'arded to the Parole Board." 

"It provJ, e me YVJ.. . d d \·,-:th 1.' nr)ut as to ~vha t approach to use 

in cou.nseling her." 

"Helpful in giving accurate form to my opinions and 

suspicions." 

" has some ~W"! (HIS cC!.lrllct.s going for~ hi!~1 and 

the evaluation definitely .~;<:lve some c1irr:ension to 'them. I 

feel your. \\1ork-up provldc·d us , .... lth a good irltroduction to 
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and some goo\. J.tlS ~gi~ _I • (, .. d · ., ts 0[" h)' s 'ps)TcholoC?;ical pail) I." 

"I!: confit'med my opinion that 
VlBS not in 11eeu 

of extensive therapy. It was brought out that she could 

handle the fact that she is a homosexual and was really 

quite comfortable living and working as a man. After the 

evaluation I was able to understand this, and the client 
and I were able to discuss it openly." 

"This case was refE:rred by me at the time I was pre
pEJrin'g pre- sen tence reports - this is the only con tac t I 

have had with the individual, however, the evaluation w~s 
helpful to us in preparing our recommendation to the Court, 

and I am sure that it will be helpful to the probation 
officer nO\'7 supervising the. client." 

The follQl.dng negative comments were made concerning the 

evaluations provided by the Diagnostic Clinic. It should be 

noted that relatively few negative comments are reported here, 

since there. i·;as a very sffii11l ratio of negative to ppsitive 

written comments . 

"Gave no d irec tion, shO\yed \vha t I already kne.w and 

gave me very little in concrete matter to deal \dth." 

"1 would like to see your people recommend possible 
options regarding an individualls court situation." 

"I waST hO\\lever, disappointed in the length of time 
involved~ In the future, if my client fails to make an 
clppointment .. d.th YOll, please noLify me ellso." 

"Hr. did not complete t.he evaluation. " 

111·Joulcl have appreciated receiving Some specific 

clarification for failure to reco;Tlmend on going mental 
health c.ouLlseling." 

"Referre.d too late for court." 
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"Defendant put inLo jail were information is on no 

U c: '" il 
~ -, 

III referrecl defendant for career type guidance only. 

In his case I wanted to find an alternative disposition to 

going to the Colorado State Reformatory. He 'vas sentenced." 

Findings from the Questionnaire Sent to Jud~: 

Questionnaires were sent to the five judges handlirig 

criminal cases in District Court in June of 1973 and two replies 

were received. The two judges responding to the questionnaire 

indicated that they were aware of the 'services provided by the 

Diagnostic Clinic, and did not feel the need for any further 
o 

information. Both judges had referred cases to the Clinic, and 

both indicated the evaluations received were of help to them in 

disposing of the cases. The judges commented as follows: 

"The report is especially helpful in indicating 
\Vhe ther ,.,e need mOl"e ex tens ive psychia tric evalua tion on a 

felony offender." 

"I think it \vould be helpful if the proba.tion depart
ment in working up a report, call to the Court's attention 
any case where a Diagnostic Clinic report might be of 
assistance to the Court." 

Both judges indicated that they would like to rec~ive 

evaluations from the Diagnostic Clinic for some, but not for 

af 1., .of the crimi.nal cases heard by them. 

In commenting upon the services provided by the Diagnostic 

Clinic one judge stated: 

"Testing at the County jail in 'order to avoid sE:curity 

P100')' nm - 0' • t L _d.~ (is a nee~~d procedure). 

the necessity of sending' the defendant to the Colorado 

State Hospital. for. evaluation." 

Thus, for the two judges responding to the questionnaire 

in June of 1973, the Diagnostic Clinic services were 

evaluated ~s being helpful to them. 

" 

~ p. 

0" 
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VI FI~DINGS: EVALUATIO~ IKTCRVIEWS 

Interviews With Administrative Staff of Agencies: 

Telephone interviews were conducted with the Director and 

Assistant Director of the Denver District Court Adult Probation 

Office. Neither of these gentlemen had anything but praise for 

the service being provided by the Diagnostic Clinic, and the 

mannee in which the service was being provided. They were 

aware of no problems in the provision of service to their 

orgaili 23 t. ion 'Hi th one excep tion. Bo th commen ted upon the need 

for diagnostic assessment of offenders held in custody. Because 

of the possible nature of the situation and background of these 

offenders who are unable to be released on baLl it seems lE~ely 

that they are in particular need of the services provided' by 

t.he Diagnostic Clinic. Hhile it was not possible for a pre

diction to be made concernil1g the exact number of additional 

cases that would be referred t should this custody problem be 

, 1 1 reso veo, the number was considered to be substantial. Both 

gentlemen commented upon the value of the service being pro

vided to their organization by the Diagnostic Clinic. The 

evaluations which had been received in the Deparbnent were 

'~e·::crJ·b"'d ('~s be]'·tl l;' l1\rel"y c")mplr.tc. '" ddt ' 'h 1 u.. . \CO ~ '- ,L,<.., " ... C ""_, <0'11 o~'nl 0 ear ~ anu 

concrete. II The Direc.tor stated that all the comments he had 

heard from his agents about the Dis£nostic Clillic ~ad b~n ~ _ A (;:;.,:11 

favorable. 

A telephone interview was also conducted with fhe Executive 

Director of the State Department of Parole. Mr. Grout also 

, 
• 
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praised the service being provided by tht= Diagnostic Clinic, 

and was very positive in his evaluation of the procedures and 

the output. He stated that he was aware of no problems in 

relation tp the service being provided, and thought that it 

offered an important resource for his agents. He did state 

that for a' period of time referrals from the Department of 

Parole had been slowed up, since it was thought that the 

Diagnost.ic Clinic could not handle them. This misunderstanding 

had been r.ecently corrected, and the intervie\ver \'.'as given the 

impr.ession that referrals from the Department oE Parole would 

be increasing. 

In summary the Directors of these two user organizations 

both emphasized the value of the service being provided, and 

neither indicated any problems in relation to the evaluations 

provided or the procedures being employed by the Diagncstic 

Clinic. The need for evaluation of offenders held in custody, 

howev~r, was stressed as an important goal. Both Directors 

were of the opinion that referrals from their organizations to 

tl1e Diagllostic Clinic ",ould increase. 

Telephone interviews were conducted with four of the five 

judges handling felony cases in District Court at the time of 

the evaluation study. One of these interviews, however, \vas 

conducted indirectly with th~ judge through 'his clerk. A 
, " 

fact to fact interview was conducted with the fifth judge, ' 

upon his gracious invitation. 
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The interviewer received the impression that, at the time 

of the interviews, the Diagnostic CJinic service had been 

utilized by three out of the five judges, in varying degrees. 

One of the judges had made direct referrals to the Clinic. 

In the ca~e of the two judges who had not utilized the 

Diagnostic Clinic, legal issues were raised. One judge stated 

that he would refer cases to the Clinic only uponthe'r~quest 

of the defendantts private attorney, or the public defender. 

The other judee stressed the importance of the initiativ~ for 

a referral corning from the defendant himself. It \Vas the 

interviewer's opinion that neither of these judges were 

familiar with the details of the service provided by the 

Diagnostic Clinic, and that interpretation of the services by 

Clinic personnel would be helpful. 

The three judges WllO had utilized the Diagnostic Clinic 

were all quite positive about their experience, and about the 

value of the evaluations provided to themo With the exception 

of one area of concern, po problems were identified in relation 

to either the nature of the evaluations provided or the 

procedure s wh ich are in"vo 1 ved . The area of concern id en tif ied 

by t..,.,o of the judges l:·rt.'l.S .the need for diagnosti.c assessment of 

offenders who are held in the County jail. The evaluation of 

m8.ny of these indi.viduals \vas seen as being especially critical, 

and of considerable potential help to the Court. 

Two of the three judges having used the Diagnostic Clinic 

were asked directly if they thought the evaluations had made a 

- '--
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differcn~e in their disposition of cases, and the answers were 

affirmative. An important consideration in this, hmvever, hoas 

that the evaluations seemed to be of value to the judges, 

whether or not they made a critical difference in the dispo

sition of ciases. Typical of the responses by these three 

judges was. the comment, til have been very pleased and satisfied 

Hith the evaluations. 11 The judge making this comment also 

stated that he would like to consider obtaining evaluations in 

any case of violence. Another judge stated that: the service 

pJ:'ovidcd by the Diagnostic Clinic' saves the necessity for the 

Court appointing a psychiatrist, and that the evaluations are 

of particular help in what he described as borderline cases. 

In summary, there seemed to be two different orientations 

to the services of the Diagnostic Clinic on the part of the 

five judges. Three of the judges had utilized the Clinic, 

were positive about the service provided, and raised no legal 

issues concerning referrals to the Clinic. The other two judges 

had Tlot utilized the Clinic, and both raised lega~ issues con

c.erning the manner in ¥,7hich referrals to the Clinic could take 

plac!:! . 

Telephone interviews were held with three division super

vi sor s in tl1e Kalama th of f ice of the Denver Di s t.]~~.('. t Cour t 

Probation Department. The purpose for these int~rviews was to 

d(~ tcrmine· if there \<ien:."! any. problems in coo;:dina Lion of send.c8s 

between the Denver District Probation Dep~rbnent and ~he 



Diagnostic Clinic, and to determine Lhe manner in which these 

individuals evaluated the services being provided. Ihes~ 

individuals Here key personnel to be intervie',ved in the 

evaluation study, since the officers conducting pre-sentence 

investigations ,do not themselves make disposition recommend .. 

ations to the Court~ These recommendations are made by a 

Division Supervisor, and thus the individual in this 

organizational position was able to most effectively discuss 

the impact which the evaluations have had upon the Court dis-

position of cases. 

In talking with these three individuals no prohlems or 

deficiencies were identified in the service provided by the 

Diagnostic Clinic other than the need fOJ;' evaluD.tions en 

offcnd,;;rs \\Tho arc held in the County jElil. These cases were 

seen as most needing diagnostic evaluation, but they are the 

cases L:hat are least s-:::.:etl by Diagnostic Clinic personnel. 

All three individuals commented very positively upon the 

quality of service provided by the Diagnostic Clinic, and the 

need which this was meeting for the DenvGr District Court 

Probation Depan:ment. Comments suc.h as the following were 

made. "Fr.crn the eva I ua ti.OD s we can ge t a pre tty good idea 0 f 

~he supervi s ion tha t is nec€! s sary £' or the ca se. II "They 
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definitely make ~ difference in decisions regarding supervision 

of cases. 1\ llT::e juc1ge~j are quite gl~cl to hflVt2 the reports 1 and 

\·le lcome them O?21"11y. " "There. are no proc(!cJu'.t"a 1 prob lews, 

a.hsolutely no i;;:"cblerns." "11m BUrQ the evaluatl.ons have mRde 
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a difference in the Court d' .. r. 

lSPOSlt:lon o( cases," "The officers 
find ~hem quite heJpful. II 

In discussing the future t" d 
an lClpate use which may be made 

of the Diagnostic Clinic, all three indiViduals were of the 

opinion that the use by their D~pa"rtmerJt ld' 
~ wou lncrease. One 

comment was made as follows. "\'!e'haven't 
. used the Diagno~tic 

Clinic as much as we should have, or would like 
to." 

One of the reaSOllS that was given for not havl'n
oo 

.a 
greater volume of referrals 

to the Diagn~stic Clinic was the staffing 

been required. It was stated that while 
procedure which had 

this was 
seen as a valuable process, many of the investigating 

Simply did not have the time to go to the Clinic for 
officers 

a staffing of the case. The interview~r stressed the fact that 

this procedure is optional, and b 
can e utilized at the 

discretion of the investigating officer, al,d J..'t 

that this facl would make a difference. 
'tvas though t . 

While the problem of evening hours for the 
Diagnostic 

Clinic was not sp'ontaneously r' d b f 
alse y any 0 the individuals 

a 11 Bgreed tha t tl f' 
1e use o. evening hours would be 

very helpful and cJesirabl.">. TI 
~ lere are situ~tions that arise 

",heJ.-e the pe rSo"n is ernp 1 oyed, 'and abr.:enc' e may 
- jeopardize his employment. 

In summary, these diviSion sun,ervisor.cJ' t','er n \ •• 
, l..: rery Posltlve a.bOtl t the ova 1 t . 

- 4 ualon sc:rvice being provlded, Elnd the evaluations 
W£?re i.::e"'I"l. o:>r. "CFnct' b tl d' 

- - ~~ ~LL~ ~lng 0"' 'SPO~l'tl'on d -' .., ~ an supervision 
decisions, 

The on ly pro b 1 em iden ti f ied \vas the need for 
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diagnostic evaluation of cases held in the county jail. The 

persons interviewed all concurred, however, that evening hours 

for the DiagDoS tic C 1 in ic ,,,ould mas t probably be 0 f he 1 p in 

some of the cases. 

l.ntervie\vs \.;i th Proba tioD_and p~ Ie Agen ts: 

Interview contact was made with 25 probation and 'p~role 
agents who had referred at least one case to the Diag~ostic 
Clinic. Among this number were several supe'rvisors in the 

satellite centers. One of th~ individuals interviewed stated 

that he could not legitimately refer cases to the Clinic, he 

had found out, since his clients have not yet entered a plea. 

Thus, the total number of useable ipterviCw5 was 24. 

The officers contacted were asked the degree to which 

they f6und the evaluations to be helpful, and the results are 

presented below in Table 4. It can be seen that 18 officers 

~<7ere positive about'the help rece.ived while six were negative. 

These results appear to be less positive than the officers 

indicated on the mailed questionnaires, but as will be seen in 

the discussion below the negative responses ~ere highly 

qualified
1 

and in some cases reversed in the ensuing discussion 

\-lith the intervie\qer. 
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Response. 

Ver.y helpful 

Table 4 
Number and Percent of Off~ 

Finding the EvaluaLion ~~ers 
Helpful or Not Helpful 

Number 

or helpful 18 
No~ ~ery helpful or not 
helpru.l at all 6 

Totals 2Ll 
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'-
Percent 

75 

25 

100% 

For those six ' d' . d ln 1V1 uals indicatin o that ~h u .... e evaluations 

not of help it is significant to note that four were 

investigating officers concerned with preparino u prp.-sentence 

investigations for the Court. The responses of these six 

individuals will be cited ' 1TI some detail, since they were 

initially critical of the h elp they had received from the 

Diagnostic Clinic. 

One of the officers t 1 cornmen e( that he would "like to have 

psyc.hologists commit themselves marc in relation to concrete 

He would like them to give a 1. terna ti VE:: sand recolmLlerlda tion s. 

thp-ir opinions moy.e freely, and to use le'~~ . .,~ Jargon. He made 

1 may be fDirly clear that a person the point that even though 't 

shou 1 d be inc.a ree rated, it Hould be of he J,l) to have alternative 

t.l.:eatments in prison speJlecl out.. It 'i,;'as most interesting t.hat 

~. ~ e eva UB tl.ons \-181:e of J it tie even though this officer stated th ) " 

~,r.:' 'I p hL' i .1', .. ' 
•• " , .j~ ~[)u l.ca l.e(l thB t he though t h t ey did affect di~position 

of: the cases. Th'l" 5 ff' o· lcer stated that 1 } 1 ne lac referred ]0 Q~ ]2 
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C<'\.5Cs tu the Clinic. 

Another investigating officer stated that he referred cases 

only upon the request of the judge, did not find them to be of 

help, and did not think the evaluations affected disposition of 

the case s .i 11 any way. (He had re felTed t\.iQ cas e s to the 

Clinic.) This officer could not really comment on why the 

evaluation's \'lere not of help, or \\That he , . .,ould like to see 

reported differently in the eVRluations. 

One officer who stated initially that the evaluations were 

of little help reversed his assessment as he talked with the 

in terVie\"e r. (This officer had referred 10 cases to the Clinic.) 

it turned out that this officer felt he knew pretty much what 

to expec t when he re ferred cas e s to r-~1e Diagnos tie C 1 in ie, bu t 

h(-= later admitted that it h'BS of help to have his O\vn assess .. 

ment confirmed. H(; then stated that the reports are helpful, 

and he thinks they make a difference in the Court disposition. 

He stated that in one case the evaluation definitely made a 

difference. He would like to see a greater spelling out of 

concrete alternatives, howl~ver. This officer stated that he 

has sent cases to the Clinic on both his m'lIl and the judges 

initiative. 

Anot~er investigatin~ officer stated that he thought 

genernlly the evaluations Hould be of help to thc supervising 

officer: even though they "~ere not of immediate help to hi.m. 

In discussion with the interviewer this officer also lnter 

stated that he thou6ht the eyalu<'"ltjoCls \·.'c~rE: of some help. He 

clarified his initial statement by indicating that it was not 

officer, but the supervisor, "'iho made the 

recommendation to the Court, Dnd he thought that the 

evaluations were helpfu~ for the supervisor. This officer 

"ient on to say that there are a number of c.asE'S, ,..;there it is 

hard to know which way to go in the recommendation, and that 

f t hese cases an ~valuation would be helpful. . or 
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The ·two supervising officers \.,ho made a negative assess

ment of the help provided by evaluations slated the following: 

One officer said that they gave limited direction. They 

reported a lot of test scores which did not mean very ffi11cn to 

him, but they did not indicate the implications of these 

scores. The other officer also indicated that the reports 

were too general in nature and that he would like more specific -opi1'l ion s . 

For those officers indicating t~at the evaluations were of 

help to them, ths following representative statements were made 

concerning why the evaluations were of help. 

liThe eva} ua tion s po in ted ~)U t the \<leak spo ts in the 
clients! personalities, and I could relate _better in 
interviews, knowing these sensitive spots." 

liThe eva 1. ua tion shave affec ted the \>lay s in \'7hich I 

deal wit.h clients. If 

HIn particular the evaluati011S give guidelines for 

supervision. They give insight into family problems." 
(This statement \-73.8 from a parole offic.e)~.) 

liThe evaluc1tions provide vital inro-rn18tion. II (This 
stat~me~~ ~as from a parole officer.) 
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"It's hard to kr·,ow what's going on in the i.nside oE 

clients, and the evaluations give heJp in this." 

"The evaluation gave me specific guidelines for l,0,7hat 
I might do in supervision of the case." 

\iI found out that I had a prntty ~ sick woman to deal 
with, and I had not knO\Vl1 this before I received the 
eval\1ation." 

"I found out that the client needed, prolonged 
psychiatric treatment." 

"I was havil"\g trouble de'ciding upon the counseling 
approach to take with the client, and the evaluation 
helped." 

"There is no other agency to go to. The eva lua tions 
tell me what to do and Hhat not to cJo with clients. 1/ 

"The evaluation gave me confirmation for one of ' my 
hypotheses." (This comment was from a parole officer.) 

liThe evaluation let me kIlO'" T"}lat to b 
change in the client. 1I 

r expect y way of 

The officers were asked if the evaluations they received 

made a difference in the disposition or handling of the case 

nnd J.8 of them ind 1..' ca L>=Id tlla t ~t d ",' d • "'1 . d 
- ~ k 11e remaln er either 

indicated that t-herp TH.,S 1 d'ff· 1 ~ ,',(, 10 l: 'erence) or t ley \\'ere unsure 

about it. 

Seventeen of the office~s contacted reported thnt they had 

referred their cases for hel,p ','n .. f 
,I. superv:1.s 1.on 0 the case, ~'jhile 

savell ind i vidua is s tn ted tha tit wa s fo·J..~ l1e lp' l' . J.n (I.SPO::; 1. tion. 

\·;hi.10 an 8 v ac!" count coulel "',0·1.-' 1 d t . 1 " ~ LI ) e e' r.> ""'';'' J 1'1 !Co C' ~ ...... J.... 1,\ p _ ~, the lnrge majority 

" 
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of the of: f ice'I: sind ica t i.ng re [errfll for pUrpClSE:S 0 f d ispos it ion, 

i nel ica ted they had re rerreel the cas(~ s on the i r o\~~n, ra ther thBn 

on the judges initiative. 

The referring officers were asked if they had encountered 

~my problems in making referrals to the Diagnostic Clinic, and 

only four individuals indicated that there had been a problem. 

Two of these officers stated that the problem had been in 

getting the client to go to the clinic; one stated that even 

though the reports came back quickly, it would be helpful for 

them to come back even more qUickly; the fourth stated that 

there had been a mix-up in a referral, but that he was generally 

very satisfied. 

It is of particular significance to note that complaints 

about the procedures involved in referring clients to the 

Diagnostic Clinic were practically negligible. Rathert many 

very favorable comments werri made concerning the cooperation 

which had been received from the Diagnostic Clinic staff. 

1'e1."50na1 reactions of the officers to the Clinic .st.aff were 

almost unifo~nly positive in praise of the cooperatioll t concern r 

and interest which has been demonstrated. 

The officers were asked about the reactions of clients to 

the evaluation experience. The majority reported 'that there 

had bE!l~ll no overt reaction, but a large minori ty indicated 

thC:lt cU,(~nts had expr(;sscd some frustration \'lith the length of 

the testing eX?Gricnce, Almost universally, the referrin8 

officers ac,cept'2~d this as [I nRtural B.Tld nGcessa:z:-y concomitant. 

to D thorough testine procedur0. In no case did an officer 
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indicntc thaL Diagnostic Clinic sLaff had been responsible for 

non-courteous or unfeeling treatment of the persons referred. 

The referring officers were asked if they thought it would 

be helpful if the Diagnostic Clinic were able to evaluate 

clients in ,the evening. A majority indicated that this would 

be of help in relation to their caseloads as demonstrated in 

Table 6 befoY-T • 

Table 5 

'Desirability of Evening Hours 
For the Diagnostic Clinic 

I ________ , ____ , _________ _ 

--------
Response Number Percent 
-----------.,-------_._------

Yes 

No 

Undecided 

Total 

15 
6 

3 

G3 
25 

12 -----
100% 

Where the desirability of evening hOUI~:3 \,las indicated for. 

the Diagnostic Clinic, the reason given uniformly was that many 

clie·nts~ Hhom it: would be h(:lpful to refer Lo l:hE! Clhlic, are 

employed. All of the officers were concerned about not wishing 

to jeopardize the emp.l.oym<:!lll of their clients. 

In an effort to get at the future, anticip~ted demand for 

DiBgnostic Clinic services th2 referring officers were asked if 

the"'- E'!xf.)ec:.ted to make ref P.ITrJ 1. c: Lc),t l ... <,) r'll'nl'c l' t1 F I J - \l~~. I... "n :.1<:! .: 1ll:1.1re. 

~.Ji thou t exce p t ion they s ta ted t:ilc~ t they d'i.d i.n t'2rld to con tinue 

referring cases. They '",Tere then asked, if they thought they 

would continue referring cases at the same, or at a higher 

I:ate. As 'fable 7 shows, some\vhat more than one-half of tbe 

officers expected to increase their referral rate. 

Respoll~e 

Tab le 6 

Anticipated Rate of Referral to 
the Diagnostic Clinic 

Ntlmber Percent 

-_._---------------------------
Hi 1 J refer at 
rate 

\.Ji 11 refer at 
rRte 

Undecided 

a greater 

the same 

Total 

13 

9 

2 

24 

54 

38 
8 

100%' 

The probation and parole agents ~ere then asked if they had 

a\ly suggestions to rrtc:lke concerning the operation of the 

Diagnostic Clinic. With the exception of six individuals all' 

responded that they had no suggestions, and in general they also 

indicated pleasure and satisfaction with the procedures and the 

cooperation they had received. 

From those six individuals offering suggestions, the 

following statements were made. 

"The psycFlolo&ist~ have to keep in mind not to use 

jargon in their reports." 
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"The reports can be m.::\cle more specific. 1I 

"It. vlould be helpful to get the report back a bit 

early." (This comment was from an investigating officer 
',who stated that he did not schedule his initial appoint
ment with the client until two weeks before the final 
hearirig date.) 

It,It \olould be helpful if the cases in jail could be 
evaluated." 

"It would be helpful if I did not have to deliver 
a copy of the PSI. II 

This last comment that was made, was not referred to by 

any other individual, but indicated a rather severe procedural 

problem, if accurate. This agent stated that the Clinic staff 

liked to have a copv of. the PSI d t'l. t '\ 1 dr-' j' 
,.I • " an IlCl - L1C. 1EtrOUllC J.t 

necessary to hand deliver the document. This would appear to 

be an unwise use of time~ and perhaps this problem should be 

examined to see ]' r-= alt t" f -. . , erna·lve} more e ·tlclent procedures can 

be developed. 

Lastly, the parole and probation agents were asked if 

they would be willing to refer clients to the DiagllQstic 

Cl.inic fo~ ~esenrc'n pl'.rpo~es otlly. 'I'} cl . ~ ~ u a ley ~ere pose w1th the 

hypothetical situation in.which they had d f. 7.10 nQe" o. a 

diagnostic report, but the client was an Impact offender. 

The fir s t 15 peoD,,- 1 e in terviet.'led ; ]. t l t' , h t',"Ollld b~ .LllC l.ea C':(I .:na L t ey . ::: 

w:i.lling to do so, if requested, so t'l.lr-> .. "c-t'o th i ~ .; ~t::.:>.1 n \Vas I.en 

dropped from the intervie\·,7 protocol. • 
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T n t c r v i~' · .. 1 \'1 i.:!.b. ~~ 0 !' - P a :r: tic i pat :i.12~ Cor r e c t ion a 1 S t a.r: E : 

An interview schedule was prepared for use with those 

staff who had not referred cases to the Diagnostic C).inic. 

(A copy of this schedule is appended to the present report.) 

Subsequently it was determined tha~ only nine individuals, of 

those considered feasible, had not referred cases to the 

Diagnostic Clinic. Interviews were held with four of these 

persons, all of whom happened to be parole officers. The 

researc~c(,r found that. these parol~ agenLs were positively 

motivated to~ard the Diagnostic Clinic, and both wished and 

intended to refer cases. Uniformly they stated that time 

demands had kept them from referr:i.ng cases in the past, but 

t.hat: these demands \>,ere easing, and they intende(:1 co rp..eer 

cases in the future. 

General Interview Impressions of the Researcher~ 

First of all, the researcher was impressed bv the 

universal and positive response he received from those persons 

interviewed. In llis opinion this reflected a positive feeling 

state toward the Diagnostic Clinic itself. Secondly, the 

r.eseFll"cher 'lola 3 impres sed by the number of unsol ici ted, 

p.os i tiu(' commer) l.s which \oleJ:'(:! made:! abou t the services pt'twided 

by th:2 Clinic. Bused upon these responses the researcher 

i·.'oulcl offer the opinion that an excellent public relations 

effort has been achi~ved by Clinic personnel. Thirdly, while 

the v~llu€! of (,he, diagrlGs tic eva lua tions provided <'ll':rpewrs . to 

he very generally accepted, follow-up consultative effort with 
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those dissenting officers might be indjcated. 

The researcher would like to comment particularly upon 

the response to the Diagnostic Clinic Project which was given 

by those probation and parole personnel located in the 

satellite offices. Almost uniformly, this response was very 

positive in praise of the services provided. Many of these 

officers are young and inexperienced, and for them 

pnrticularly, the evaluations provid~ a structure and guide 

for their tr.eatment efforts. It ne€-:!ds to be mentioned that 

Dr. C. Carter plays a v5tal role in the coordination of 

Diagnostic Clinic services with the needs of the probation 

and pa1:'ol(~ personnel in the SatelJite Centers. Dr. Cartel' 

fI~t~g~..&.va:i.JCtble for consul tation ClS to who should be 

referred to the Diagnostic Clinic, but more importantly, he 

is available to the staff for discussion concerning the report 

that is sent to the supervising officer from the Diagnostic 

Clinic. 

Iutervie~s With Starf of the Diagnostic Clinic: ...... __ .. _------_. ~ .---

An interview protocol was developed for usc with the 

staff of the Diagnostic Clinic, and both face to face Dnd 

telephone interviews were conducted. Universally, the staff 

felt that adequate procedures for referral and evaluation 

hu ve been worked ou l:, and thit; has been rcd.ll forced by the 

• 
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r,:f.tses. In 0 t h (~r \')0 r cJ s, the pub 1 i ere 1 a t ion s e f for. t t hat ,..,. as 

ext~nded to the participating correctional agencies appeared 

Lo fit functio~a]ly wjth the volume of cases which they were 

prepared to handle. 

At the present time, the opinion of the Clinic staff is 

that the part~cipating agencies have now been oriented 

sufficiently to the servicGs provided by the Clinic, and this 

ag9.in is reinforc.ed by the evaluative intervie\'ls which have 

been conducted. It appeared to the evaluator that almost all 

staff of the probation and parole agencies were knowledgeable 

about the service pro'vic1Gd by the Diagnostic Clini.c, and th~ 

procedures necessary for utilizing the Clinic. The primary 

lack of kno\Ollec1ge or Clinic services appeal,"ecl to occur on the 

part of'two of the criminal court jUdgES. 

The staff of the Diagnost~c Clinic appeared to be per

ceptive of the current state of inter6st in, and demand for, 

Clinic services. All personnel thought that the demand for 

Clixlic s~rvices sbould increase in future months, and this 

\'lClS bOl'"ne out by il.ltervie'i\7s ,",lith the staff of the participating 

£:1.[;2'£'1(.'. "i.e s. The C1 inic s ta f f thought, tha t \·,hi18 presen t 

persdnnel were adequCltc to handle present demands for service, 

th~t any increase in demand would really require additional 

personnel. In other'words, the staff of the Clinic anticipate 

that one additional team (a psychologist plus an administrative 

intertl) \o.'i 11 be necessary to handle the demand for Clinic 

5ervices which will occur during the next six months. 
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The Clinic staff thought that in general the routine 

prO'2.eGures had been Hell developed, and chis was also borne 

out by interviews with the staff of participating agencies. 

Universally the staff oE the Diagnostic Clinic thought 

that over-all the Diagnostic Clinic program had been 

successful up to the time of the evaluation study. It 

sbould be mentioned that this vj,e',y of success \vf'l.3 conditioned 

I by the realization that due process must occur in the 

cll2veloprnent arid acceptance of nevI progrc;ms. 

DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 

Appendix II 
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SCHEDULE FOR TELEPHONE mrERvmws WITH 

PARTICIPATING CORRECTIONAL STAFF 

Introduction: I'm Dr. Bridges, the research evaluator·for the Diagnostic 
Clinic Project of the Denver PrJbation Office. I 

1. 

2. 

3· 

understand that you have made referrals to the Clinic, and 
you have probably filled out a short evaluation form or 
postcard for us. I'd like to take j~gt a few minutes though 
to ask you some further questions concerning your reaction 
to the Clinic service. 

Name of officer intervie~.,ed ______________________ _ 

Organization ______________ ~ _____________________________________ ___ 

Date of interview -------------------------
4. How many cases have you referred altogether? ---------------------------
5. How many of these were impact crimes? --------------------------------

vfuich crimes? ____________________________ ~--------------------------

6. HON helpful did you find the evaluations provided by the Diagnostic 
Clinic? 

a. __ very helpful 

b. __ helpful 

c. ____ not very helpful 

d. __ not helpful at all 

7. Was this true for: 

a. all of the cases referred 

b. most of the cases referred 

c. some of the cases referred 

8. If the evaluations 1.;rere not helpful, why not? 

If the evaluations were helpful, why? 

Page 2 

If the evaluations were of help, did they affect the disposition or 
handling of the cases? 

a. _ yes 

b. no 

If yes, in what ways? 

10. How many of the cases were referred at the request of the judge? ____ _ 

11. How many of the cases were referred primarily for help in determining the 
most effective disposition of the case? ___ _ 
Cases for treatment'? 

12. How have you referred cases to the clinic? Are there any proble~a? 

13. What do the clients report concerning their experience at the clinic? 

14. 1-lhat has your reaction been to the staff of the Diagnostic Clinic? 

15. Would it be of help to you if the clinic "Tere open one night a week? 

a. yes 

b. no 
If yes, why? ______________________________________________________ __ 
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16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

Do you anticipate that you will continue to refer clients to the clinie 
in the future? 

a. yes 

b. no 
If yes, at t;~q same rate? _____ _ 

at a higher rate? _________ _ 

Do you have any suggestions to make concerning the operation of the 
Diagnostic Clinic? 

The interviewer will explain the research dimension of the project and 
ask the officer if he is willing to refer cases for research purposes 
if not for serVice. 

a. yes 

b. no 

Additional comments concerning evaluation of Diagnostic Cljnic service. 

• 
1. 

2. 

3· 

4. 

I 

GUIDE FOR TIlTERVIEi,-IS HITH STAFF OF THE 

DIAGNOSTIC CLINIC 

Name of person intervieHed -------.------------------------------
Staff position in' the Diagnostic Clinic -----.-----------------------
Date of intervieH _______________________________ . ______ ~ ________ __ 

How would you rate the success of the Diagnostio CIL~ic Project in 
over-all terms up to the present time? 

a. _. very successful 
~. 

b. moderately successful - '.-
c. moderately unsuccessful -- .--
d. __ very unsuccessful 

5. What has been the response or' the :t'eferring correctional officers to 
the evaluation procedures? 

6. What has been the response of the referring correctional officers to 
the evaluation reports that they have received? 

Have there been any specific complaints about either the procedures 
involved or the nature of the evaluations received, and if so, what 
have they been? 
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8. Have you received any indications of the judges' response to the 
evaluations, and if so, what have they been? 

9. In general hO~/l have the f relferral subj,ects responded to the evaluation 
process, and have there.been any specific problems? 

."' 

10. In your opinion, hOH \01ell i...'1formed are the probation and parole staffs 
at the present time concerning the services of the Diagnostic Clinic? 

" 

11. Could the infol~ational process have been handled more effectively, 
and if so, \'lhat should have been done? 

12. What do you see as the major problems in the relations l'lith the referring 
agencies and the staff of those agencies? \-Thy are some s'taff not making 
referrals to the Diagnostic Clinic? 

. I 

..... 
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Uhat is being done about these problems? 

,. 

14. What should be done about these problems? 

15. On the basis of the experience to date "7hat do you anticipate concerning 
the number, and types of referrals that will be made during the next 

16. 

six months? 

How adequate, in your opinion, are the staff supports for the past and 
anticipated future experience of the Diagnostic Clinic Project? 1{hat 
additional staff needs to be provided, if any? 

• 

, ! 
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17. 

18. 

19. 

How satisfactory, in yourop~n~on, are the facilities that have been 
provided for the operation of the Diagnostic C~inic Project? vlhat 
additional facilities, if any, need to be prov1d~d? 

" 

t. 
. ,'" 

Do you think that any changes or modifications 8.1"e required in the 
various procedures that have been employed in the evaluation process, 
and if so, what? 

( 

How satisfactory have the procedures been for getting the evaluation 
report to the referring officer? Are there changes that need to ~e 
made, and what has the response been to the evaluation conference. 

': 
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• 20. 
, 1 thoughts conc(,lrni.l1g the operation of the Do you have any addit~ona 

Diagnostic Clinic Pro,ject? 

00 

to 
o ,r 

• 
SCHEDULE FOR TELEPHONE INTERV'I:N.·[s FITH NON-PARTICIPATING 

CORRECTIONAL STAFF 

Introduction: I'm Dr. Bridges, the research evaluator fOl' the Diagnostic 
Clinic Project of the Denver Probation Offic·e. Your 
opinion on several issues concerning the clinic ,'lOuld be 
verf helpful to me, if I could take about five minutes of 
your tilnE'l. 

1. Name of officer interviewed ------------------------------------
2. Organization --------------------------------------------,---------
3. Date of interview --------------------------------------------------
4. Do you know about the evaluation ~eryice the Clinic can provide for 

your agency? 

a. ___ yes 

b. no 

5. If yes, when did the officer first learn of the service? 

If the anS1.;rer is no, the interviewer will explain the evaluation 
service that is provided, and will skip to question 7. 

6. Have you referred ~l1y cases to the Diagnostic 'Clinic? (It is 
anticipated that the answer to this question will be no, but it is 
included both as a check and as an aid to the interview process. If 
the anSTtler is yes, the intervieHer will switch to the schedule to be 
used with participating correctio!'lal staff.) 

a. __ yes 

b. no 

7. Do you think that you might make referrals to the Clinic in the future? 

a. ___ yes 

b. no 

8. If no to question 6: Is there any particular reason for this? If 
yes, the interviewer will attempt to find out Hhy the officer has 
not made referrals in the past. From this point in the interview 
unstructured auestions will be asked to determine the officer's 

-' 0 

general attitude toward the Clinic and the service provided. 
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The inte:cviei'ler will explain the research dimension of the nroJ' ect - , 
and ask the officer if he would be willing to refer cases for 
research purposes, if not for service purposes as "Tell. 

a. _ yes 

b. no 

OPINION QUESTIONNAmE REGARDING DIAGNOS'rIC 

CLINIC EVALUATION 

The case referred was: ________________________________________ __ 

1. Was your purpose in referring the caee primarily to: 

a. assist in the disposition of the case? 

b. assist in the supel~ision of the case? 

2. To what extent was the evaluation provided, helpful to you? 

a. __ very helpful 

b. __ somewhat helpful 

c. ____ of very little or no help 

Would you please make a brief comment ,regarding your answer 
to question #2. Why was the e~aluation of help, and/or how 
could it have been of greater help to you?" 



1. Was your purpose in referring this case primarily 
a. to assist in the disposition of the case? 
b. to assist in the Bupervision of the case? 
c. ==== in response to a judge's request for an 

evaluation? 

2. To what extent was the evaluation provided 
helpful to you? 
a. very helpful 
b. ---- somewhat helpful 
c. ==== of little or no help. Why? 

3. Are you a ____ parole agent? ____ probation officer? 



-
Dear Mr. 

------------------------

Attached is a postcard questionnaire asking for your opinions 
concerning the helpfulness of the present evaluation conducted 
by the Diagnostic Clinic. As the project evaluator I would 
appreciate your completing and returning the postcard to me 
at your earliest convenience. Thank you for your li.elp. 

Sincerely, \"~ __ ~ ~ 
\,~~ ~ ~~.~ IV~ y--
~~'es H. Bridges Ph.D. 
\, A:;OC. Professor in Research 
\~verSi ty of Denver 

As the research evaluator for the project, I would apprecill.te your 
cooperation in taking a few minutes to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
Diagnosljic Clinic of the City of Denver Probati.on Office. Enclosed are 
brief evaluation forms for the case (s) you have referred to the 
Diagnostic Clinic. I hope that you will be abl\~ to return these forms 
to me, in the enclosed stamped envelope~ within the next day or so. 
Your opinions will be important in the <3valuation of the service provid.ed 
by the Diagnostic Clinic. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

O~ 1/ ~£0 
@s H. Bridges Ph.D. 

As oc. Professor in Research 
, UI versity of Denver 

-
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OPINION ~UESTIONNAIRE REGARDING DIAGNOSTIC 

CLINIC EVALUATION 

The case referred was: _________________ _ 

1. Was your purpose in referring the case primarily to: 

a. ____ assist in the disposition of the case? 

b • __ assist in the supervisi~:.m of the case? 

2. To what extent was the evaluation provided, helpful to you? 

a " __ very helpful 

b. __ somewhat helpful 

c • __ of very little or no help 

3. Would you please make a brief comment rega:t'ding yOUI' answer 
to question #2. Why was the evaluation of help, and/or how 
coutd it have been of greater help to you? 

I 
i 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

• 9..~ESTIONNAIRE 

CONCERNING OPERATION OF THE DIAGNOSTIC CLINIC 
DENVER COUNTY COURT PROBATION OFFICE 

The Diagnostic Clinic of the Denver County Court Probation Office 
received IMPACT funds, beginning in January 1973, to extend 
psychological and 'psychiatric evaluation services to the Denver 
District Court and the Division of Adult Parole jurisdictions. 
While there is particular concern that these services be provided 
and utilized ,in relation to offenders of IMPACT crimes, the 
evaluation services can be extended to any offender referred by 
these jurisdictions. ' 

The staff of the Diagnostic Clinic is interested in learning what 
you may know about the services of the Clinic, and what your 
opinions may be concerning your utilization of the services. We 
would appreciate your answering the questions below, and return
ing the questionnaire to us within the next day or so. Thank you 
for your cooperation. 

1. 

2. 

Are you employed with _ probation? parole? 

Have you kno\ffi that the evaluation services of the Diagnostic 
Clinic could be used by your organization? 

a. yes 

b. no 

IF NO TO THE ABOVE QUESTION, PLEASE SKIP TO QUESTION 9 

3. Have you thought about referring cases to the Diagnostic 
Clinic, but not yet done so? 

a. yes 

b. no 

If no, is there any special reason? 
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5. 

6. 

7 • 

8. 
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Have you referred any cases to the Diagnostic Clinic? 

a. yes 
b. no 

IF YOU ANSWERED NO TO THE ABOVE PLEASE SKIP TO QUESTION 9 

How manY'cases have you referred to the Clinic? cases. 

Was the evaluation (s) helpful to you? 

a. very helpful 

b. somewhat helpful 

c. not helpful at all 

If you checked (b) or (c) above, could the evaluations have 
been of greater help to you? 

--------_.,."..--,-----------------

h .? How did the offender (s) you referred react to t e exper1ence. 

a. favorable 
b. unfavorably 

Would you please comment on your answer to the above? 

In your opinion was the disposition (s) of the case (s) 
affec~ed by the evaluation (5)? 

a. yes 
b. no 
c. not sure 

Do you have any comments to make on this? ______________________ _ • 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12 '0 
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As a result of your experience with the Diagnostic Clinic, 
do you have any suggestions to make concerning the service, 
or the say in which it is provided? 

For how many of your cases do you think the evaluation services 
of the Clinic might be of help to you? 

a. for all of the cases 
b. for most of the cases 
c. for a substantial number of the cases 
d. for very few of the cases 
e. for none of the cases 

If you checked (d) or (e) above, would you please state the 
reason (Si)? 

Do you presently have psychological and psychiatric evaluation 
services, other than the Diagnostic Clinic, available to you? 

a. yes 
b. no 

If yes, do these services sufficiently meet your needs for 
psychological and psychiatric consultation? 

a. yes 
b. no 

One of the functions of the Diagnostic Center is the research 
study of IMPAC~crime offenders. Would you be willing to refer 
some or all of these offenders, seen by you, for research study 
even though you felt no need for the evaluation? 

a. yes 
b. no 

c. not sure 

* Robbery, burglary, rape and assault 
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14. 

• 
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Would you be interested in learning more about the services 
of the Diagnostic Clinic, and how they might b~ of help to 
you? 

a. yes 
b. no 

We would appreciate your use of the following space to make 
comments ctincerning your experience with the Diagnostic 
Clinic, your opinions about its usefulness or lack of 
usefulness to you, suggestions for the staff of the Clinic, 
etc. 

\ 

.. 
, , 

2. 

'l 
.J. 

Did you know that the Diagnostic Clinic of the Denver County 
Court Probation Office could extend its services to the 
Denver District Cou~t? 

'V a. .L::::...- yes 
b. no 

Have you heard any cases in which an evoluation from the 
Diagnostic·Clinic was obtained? 

a. . y( yes 
, 

b. no 

IF YOU ANSHERED NO TO THE ABOVE PLEASE SKIP TO QUESTION 5 

Hm'l many cases have you heard for which an evaluation from 
the Diagnostic Clinic had been obtained? 

one case ~ \ 
tl10 cases ( ::;2 tf)i2. 7 ""P-;'1Y 
three cases r 
more than three cases. Please specify ho\'1 many _~ __ 

a. 
-~. 

b. /;;1// 
-rn7! 

c. L ,-
d. 

Has the evaluatio'n (s) of help to you in deciding upon the 
disposition of the case (8)? 

a. ~..- yes 
, b. no 

Please comment upon the evaluation's use~ulness, or lack of 
usefulness to you. 

--;i 1 Ii' /J I 17' , 
! 'u: ~A(:o,-n/-?../ ~~'> 1.?~/(Jc·~c;:;(.;'1./t2·-1(·C:~''!j.Ic.~l --<-..... 

,----Aj-• ..:..--~_';,/:' V .~ 7/'" ____ -y---- ~?Z" -;,.-----:. 
- 11 \ fl'-"-!- V (d%Z-il 

• {/ / :.~ L·~':; ., ~ 
A.., ... ---:(/0.-<·~d L';'?''J:~ /,/z,71.{.:. '. /.i-.. Lf...·"'C .::z::::.C(·'/L~?!:;£..:'" _(::"/2.", ~:"'?..::zi:;l.'''''(. --- --- )-.......-

LA--~,<~·t;~~'- ~::Ezz&~k.. F)' I&)~?r··'-.' 

~---,-----

--------,----
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\.]ould you like to have eVRluatioTIs from the Diagnostic 
Clinic for criminal cases heard by ~ou? 

i:l. • yc·:; t for all criminal cases heard by me 

b~ '-../" 
yes~ f.or some of the criminal cases heard by rne /. , ./._::::..... 

c. ho 

Would iou ~lease elaborate upon your answer in terms of 
\llhy you would ,"an t or not y.;ant the evalua tions? 

-:: :' ,Uu --1"d, /()};.c:.:.-e. i ! ,c:"_ .::Zl~,.£:_f.c=:;?4;(.'r- -::"'-_ 

t~t,( fAA2-£; -:;) __ --=-:;.v.-- --------'--'------~-.---------------

---"-------------.------.... ---"-~-.-----

----~--.--------
._-----------_._, ' 

--.. ---.--~-.--

--_. --------._------------------------
Would you like to have more information about the Diagnostic 
Clinic? 

a. yes 
b. \.1 n _.~ 0 

We would appreciate any comments you would like to make 
concerning the Diagnostic Clinic~ and effo~ts that might be 
made to increase the helpfulness of the Diagnostic Clinic 

. to you. ~ ~ 

____ ~fl--012.~~~--c;:J ~.?,,-.Li( .. _ C.d-tL;i;~J7it;·-p -:."-'/'~' 
{) &1...- -1 "'7 J /' T '1 -,r-..... ,,1 /J • ! / /.'> . __ J- /./ C ~ ;- -"1,7- {)/hl / • ./. 1/ // 

_ //~..J.,r/\..J.:/ \. . /1.. C.l .-1} c· f. .0\.,. . ._) --C-C·L/1 .. <'~l~ . 1[/ .:...(/ I/---(.'l.-'~;o,? I...--:="l .' 
b'- ---- - -_... ~ '~'n--'-'-'" __ ~_ . ....;w _ 

_ . __ . ---.... ,----~----- --------..--..----------~--~ .... -------~ 
--~.---,----------. -----_ .. _-------
---_._--_. __ ... _------_.--- -----.-----
____ ~ _______ ---... ____ . ___________ t~-----

I 
~ 
Ii 
l! 
1\ 
'\ 
it 
Ii 
i1 
!I 
\ 

" 

Ii 
Ii 
Ii 
ii 
h 

.. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Did you ktlO\.,r that the Diagnostic Clinic of th,,~ Denver County 
Court Probation Office could extend its services to the 
Denver District Court? 

\,' 8. /i yes 

b. no 

Have you, h-2ard any cases in 'Vlhich an evaluation from the 
Diagnostic Clinic was obtained? 

a. ~.yes 
b. no 

IF XOV ANSWERED NO TO THE ABOVE PLEASE SKIP T9 QUESTION ~ 

Hmv mc;.ny cas~s have you heard for \']h1.ch an evaluation fro:n 
the D1agnost~c Clinic had been obtained? 

a. X. one case 
b. 
c, 

two cases 

three. cases 
..I 
U .' 

Was the evriluation (5) of help to you in deciding upon the 
disposition of the case (s)7 

a. ~.~~ yes 
b. . no 

.~-------.--------------.-------:..-.-- --_._--
----------------------..-.--------------------~----------

------------------------~----,------------------------

,---------------....:---.---
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Hould you U.ke to have evaluat.ions from the Diagnostic 
Clinic for criminal cases heard by jou? 

for all criminal cases heard by me 
for some of the criminal cases heard by me 

~ ,.-Q~~~ c. 

Would you please elaborate upon your answer in terms of 
why yoti would want or not want the evaluations? 

-------~------------

-----------------------------------------------------
Would you like to have more information about the Diagnostic 
Clinic? 

a. yes 
b. no 

We would appreciate any comments you would li~e to 
concerning the Diagnostic Clinics and efforts that 
reads to increase the helpfulness of the Diagnostic 
to you. 

make 
might be 
Clinic 

i 

! 
" ~ 
~ 
/1 11 

fI 

~~i~-o/0~ 

. ' 
OPJ].JION QUES'I'IONHAIHJ<: HEGArmUm DIAGNO~jTrC 

CLJJHC EV1J.uNfION 

Tho enso referred was: --- ----.-~------

1. . "'as :V'ov.r purpose in referring thE! caDe primarily to: 

. n. assist j.n the dioposition of the case? 

- b. assist in the supervision of the case? 

2. To 'l-lhat extent was the evaluation pr·ov:i.dect, helpful -Co you'? 

no __ "er-.v helpful 

b •. __ someHhr...t helpful 

c. of vel.'~· li t.tle or no help 
, ----

3. ,",ould you please make n hl'ief COl11ment X'0[StlI'ding yom_~ anSI-.rel' 
to Question #2. \-lhy '\-m.s the €:valuation of h(~lp7 and/or h01'1 
could it ha'v'e been of greater lle}.p to you? 
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• 
Ha'"' your purpose in referi.~ing this CD.se p:rima:rily 

1. ~. to assist in the disposition of the case? 
~. -- to e.soist. in the supervision of the ca.se? 
c: --- in response to a judge I s reqUNrt fO)~ an 

2. 

---- evaluation? 

To "That extent HUS the evaluation provided 
helpful to you'? 
n. very helpful 
b. - sorne,·,hat helpful 
c. == of little o:r no help. H11y7 

3. A:re you a parole agent? probation officer? 

----------

• , J .• Name 4. Case number ------------------------------~ 

2. Female Pr.esent address .- -------- 5. Hale -- ----
3. IHrthdate -----,---_._-----
7. Ethnic background 6. Religion 

a Anc'lo 
~- ,~ 

b Chicano 
c ----·E.l ac k . 
C\ --;.\r:r,erican Ind ian 
e "---Ot:ic:1i:al 
f '---'A s j, cl n 
g :---==0 t: her t S pee i f y _________ .... _ 

a Protestant. 
b Catholic 
c Jc~';ish 
cl--OLhcr, specify 
e==No r'Q1.igious p'i-ere-rence 

8. High(~ oS t schoo 1 grade comple ted __ . 9. G.E.D.? Yes No 

10. Referred by: District Court State Parole Dept. Other 
--- (s pee i f y ) __ ._ 

11., Date n'!fe:r:n:d 
-'--'-'~--"""-'-"---------'--______ rl 

L2. Present offense 3.3. \.(11en COiliJli.Ltecl: 19 

------ --~-~-

).t~, Jdditional felony convictions. (write in c!)ch felony and year' 
co~n';d.tted in chronological order) 

19 
-------------.--~ 

19 ,.-.-_ .. _--._--_._----

""'-... -----_._--,..- ------.------~------

19 

19 

J.9 

.......... ---:-: .. ---

19 __ 

19 ._------- _______ ]. 9 __ _ 

-. ,J , . J t S (, e i7: [' a. nor CD Ll V 1 C ~ 1 011 S '.'71': J. :: e 1 n c a c n tn .1. S ( e if: ~ r..m 0 r. tnl ( v ear -, C' 'r ( • 1 • f' (. j' "I I 
c~~~itted jn chronological order. I~ moru than 10 rnisd~rn2an0rs 
lL~t the 10 most recent) 

---.. - ..... - -------_._ ..• 19 --_ .. _-----------_ ... _-_. __ .-.- 19 

J.9 19 .. -- .... -.. --.--~---------. -~- ------- -------_ .... _------.",--- ---
19 - ... ---... ----.-.---~-------~ --_ ...... -,.- 19 

1 r' 



-I) 
• \..1. !lr)1.' l't'll'tV tit'!""r, • ... ·F t ( • J ... ~, l~ &..iI \v£\ S subject .:3pp:rt:::hc:nded by Police 

) 

J. 

juvenile? as a 
(j r,:o kn ()~~I:-l 0 r 1:C po r Led t1 pp rc~ he ns ion s 
b-.·----O nce or t.·,:ice 
c-----Tllr~~c to five Lir.W5 
d---'--S i x tote n t irr:2 S 
C' ~---H 0 ret han ten t i T:I e s 
f=No npp:rO;<itrlCl t ion cnn be mude 

f'o;- ho .... : 1.0:-;;; c1 tirne has t.he subjec.t been incar.cc::ratcd? 

d As a juvenile _._ .. year.'s _._ months _ \.;eeks ._ 

b A,:i a r.1isd·:;r:H:!8nan t __ years ___ months _____ \veeks 
c For felony convictions 

years months weeks 
~ ~----- ~-----

Has the subject been hospitalized for emotional problems? 
Yes No -- .. _--
Dr·l.tg usage (by vt'2rifLed :r.:ecords and/or self repol.t) 

2 t;o knoT··m usage of any kind 
h'---'Soft dn.:;:s occc1si.onal use 
c:-----H Cl r d d :;:' i..' :; soc ca. s ion a 1 Use -.-.-•• -. 0 

Present marital status 

2. Sin[,:lC? 
b·····--·H:.:u,-r i eel (co,;:~:on 1m'l) 
c ...... - ...... , .. [) L \/~:I i: t: c-! (J 
C:·· - -•• ,-- c::. I~ ,.) "I ~. ,', I· (' .'J 

• .......1.,: t (,·.1 \ l "-_\. 

l'> -----('r h·: r C'" ,:) c! f" 

---
frequent 
frequent 

usc: 
tJ se ----

---

'-. --•••••• '- ~ , .;;J !-' - J •• J ________ • _____ • __ • ______ _ 

-~-:--------.---~--\';23 .::ubjc:c:t in Nilit,2ry Service? 
Yc:s No 

t.h '-: d i .sc.ha r 7.:0. h onora b L:~ ? G'2 n 1.1. tmd e:r: 
!". ...,)? -,...........,--
GL:ClesJ.rao .e. B2d Conduct? 

\f -,,/. :"l 1 ? --""O·}" .., L'_'.:).Cc... • t ler. 
-----. 

--- -._-

-.- -------
ocCUpation? 

1 '., t' r '-' " I 1 
h fl..:;.. !la.s Jeen L:1:::: SUO] ec t s emp oyrncn t '.----- .. -------~-----------
)"::':t1'8 p~:ior ~:o Li.r::2 of .:lrr(~st? <~ t '1 'u l' 1 1 \'" f d '1 ..... i 1'1 0-.., C .~.. -:> ~ J. _ • c:> 

beOil fully c~ploy~d 
b.::en E;":~)lO,:_2d 3(: least 75% of the ti.rne 
been -::l,,:r.)Lo~'2d b-2 tween 50~~ cllld 751.; of the time 
bC!-211 .;:r:-:;)j,oved rx~t·,·.'ecn 25% and 50';~, of th(~ time 
b~~ci\ :::r:)p].o}·~d less than 2S7~ of the tj.me 
noL been e~ployQd at all 

12 month::;? 

the 5 

\ . .-
fns ~\·l~'f.'26C: .l.nCO!~lC tOt' the past 5 yeflts? . . 

---.... ----:------

... _----... _ .... _------
\ ,'} ',' Ct t: h' a:.: h,' S " v ~ '."', .. ,.... . 

.. J L,_. C: .. L::.l ('~.,i.: 1.rlC()f11C YCR~5~ . 
.. -_ ... - .... --_ .. __ ... --.. - th(~ 5 y(~a r S pJ."Qceecl ing tlw pa 3 t 5 

"\..) { . " '(.\ \.." .. ~ :.. { " I, . , 

32, 

33. 

34. 

.3 (; • 

• 

di.d the subject live the longest h ·] l? as a c :\..c. 

J n Dc'm/c t" 
a __ . su l '\lrb of Denver: 1'1 e .... at-c'a 
b In (-l - U r \.;ithin the Hetro ,env J... '-' 

c--In Colorado but no~ than Colorado 
--- II,., co t"rn S ta te other d In a ,',t.;;:) "'-. 

e-'-ln an Eas tern S ta ~~ 
[ ---In ;.J.[:ls:-:a or Ha~.,rall 
---1 countrv other than the U.S.A. ? n a .-

Q---- as an adul t? 
ha ~ the subJ"ect lived the longest \-;he I.e ~ 

cl In 
b---ll1 
-'---,. 

C . An 
d---Jn 
e----In 
f----In 
'--'---r 

Denver 
su·bu.,..b of Denver . D 'er 

a l ~ within the Metro) en~ 
Colo.rado but not. than Coloraao a ~estern State otner 

area 

a~-: Eastern Sca~:~ 
r\lasbl or Hc..1T.va~1. 

0- •. n 

b___ t b th as a child and as an I f: rhr.> s'loiect has lived the long~s ?, ,\~ ~ _.' ~ Denver has he 
.,. w ~ -, J, "h r'it of Denver HI Wildt dxea or 

a country other than the U.S.A. 

. .. r1, 11 \. ".; it h.l n \... e v ~ y i:1 .. 10 I.. .. I .... , 

liv0d the longest. 

" C. l'~or. th Denver 
- .. ---·~T' t") ~ , "e ,.. 1) r,us -. i t:r~. .L. 

~- .~ .. -- S (~. 1 t h De 11 I,! e r C " "L 

(,---·,.T.:. S I· uen\'e:y 1 ,. "- _ 

-"--',.. n - C' !~. Denver e .Ll,n~L __ ,/ -..... _ ... _-.. 

., 1 'I. ~ , ... • ~ Writ: T. E~ (J 10 S no J ' ....... \... d r\·\os t 0 f hi s chi lc\hood ? s pen" \ 

a Small to,·ill 
" '---'I L 1'"'::1 1 
t) ~ .. l.a- C'_ .... 

~~'-'-La;:: g e ~'fe t::-opo 1 i t;:rn 
"-- • ... r:. lc''1rge d- Core C1LY OL -- 0 _ .... ----

aJ~(?a (suburban) 
1 • "an !:.'I~l"'=' l'le tropo ..... J. LCd •. 0 

t: lc.ohc: J. (by verified records and/or 

a No knOhTl ,!sage 
b'-~----0·::. ca s :. 0 na 1. US F! 

(:'~"--r ceq U2!l t l:se 
d -- ·~-·~-·"i i;~ a \~)'; t..~ S C -_ ..... --

of cl"ny kind 

self l:cport.) 
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fon;:1l1ptcd to provide :1 LCGL oJ' UIC· extcnt t.o vhiclt tllc f()llQT..t.Lnl~ 11l"ogrullI 

Goals vil] have bcen achieved G~r the Di.(-tClIo;jLic Center Project.. 

/L 'l'he (.';0::11 of "l.itr proi1oCicd c1:i.n;-:nontic fan'vice 1:J to Iiel}) reduce tile 

incidence of tal'cei; C!ril'lc~.; Lhrmlcil IJetter Ulltkrr;tn.i1clirlt; or the 

inc1ivic1unls Ui10 cOm"lit -LlJc:;c crh:J.cs Grid the conne'lu'ent:. d.evelopment:. 

of )~ore relevant scntcncine and 8111)Crvi8ion practices. 

D. '1'hc in~lcdio;l:.e ob,jectivc of this Grnnt I>ropo~;o.l .:." i.o 11l'ovidc the 

service;) 0 r~p:..;ycholocicnl and PGychin:l:.ric cvnluntions f0r the 

• j)cnv'C:l' Distrlc l; Court Proh<'.tioll DCIJllrtlncllt a.nd tJ1e Colora.do Department 

of 1l rwolc. he 'Ilclicvc t;mt the ::;toc1itioll of 0. p:::;~rcl101o:.:;icnJ. and 

a din~nostic f;crvice in tlli::; specific corr::~ctional arc~a (tnr:3et crirr,c~;) 

and to help clc\:.cn:1inc the relcvF~.nc:r of J.lrovicliilS s:L1.dlR.r cV1'l.1W:Lt.loJ1 

SerYiC:i~B for t)lO:JO com:d.ttinc 10\~cr llr:i.od.t.:r cri::!i.:)(; then 1'cl8."0inC thiB 

to ele C'.rl~1 l.'rl~vcn t:i. V(! C01Tcct iOllaJ. ·~·ror:\:. ''::'0 ac c:o:'.I.:.:li !..i~l those ollj ccti ves 

.. 

)). f. t:lin1 o"~)jr:ct:i.vc Fill 'i)c tile.! clcmol1Gtrution of \.I. coopcrr.rt.i~'2 cffor.t 

i:tvolvinc; fOllr r).lltO!1()I:!OlJ~; CO)'l"cctional ncencics. 
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111 rl)f.C:!J"t!11Ci:! to Llli.:1 rlin'.:;'rI!.l:! it CtlJl l',e ncen tl~n.t t.ile clcmon::;trlltion 

project. cor.t~'.ilIS t.uo clifiel'Clll; pro;:';'t'wn clement::.;: 

1. 'l'he provir;ion or Din.:::;no;.;tlc Center GcrvicC!3 to ProiJn.tioll 

2. '.l'i'!c contlucb of ncr-carch to JJeter:ninc ]'o,,::;iblc nCln.tiol1:>hipG 

7he procrmmnatj.c elencnt of research is Rpecificd in Goal C: 

"'1'0 nccoJnl'linh t.hc:;e objective:>. (~'he relevancy of providinc; similar 

evnluat:i.on services for thoGC cbml11i ttine 1m-Tel' priority crimcs) a 

research clement is an inteGral I?art of the Grant proposal." In the 

follo,\.,rin5 prcl;cntation of research objectives ~he rescurch cOr.l))ommt 

of the pro,jcct ,·,ill 'be discussed separately from the research 

evo.luc:.tion objectives and l)rocedurer;. 

II. HJ::S};AnCH CO;·iPO~a;~:'l' OF 'rmi Dj~i!O;'W'l'RNl'IOll PHOPOSI\L 

As mentionc:ci in Goa.l C the dec'ision to cxtelHl DiaGnostic Center 

GC!TViccs for the (~valuo.tlon of indivitluals committinG lesfjcr crhics will 

need to 'be oflGed in pD.rl; upon the resultG of research cffortu. At the 

present time a e;reat deal remains to be learned concerninG the relation-

ship that exists bct'\;een the commission of the crimes of burGlary, 

[L;~:5Ilult, rape ::1110 robbery, and the com.mission of crimes of a lesser nature. 

A r:reat. denl n1so TenlP.ins to be learned. concerninG I;ile mnl1J' factOI'D that 

lIlay be: eli fferent.in.l.l.y c\.:3r.ocintcd with the dif('crent en.Ler;oricn of mnJor 
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Increased' Understanding ) Decision Regarding 
of Tarset Crime Behavior Expansion of Diagnostic 
in General Services to lesser crimes 

Increased Understanding 
of Individual 'Offenders' 
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C,,)l::d IIC t of Rcsenrch 
to Determine Possible 
Relationships Bet\-.'een 
Types of Crimes 

"-\Behavior ~~ :'fore Relev.:int Reduced Incidence 

/ 

. Sentencing and .> of 
Supervision '~ Target Crimes 
Practices .- 7 

'T' C ~. E t -" _Dcrc.:::sea ooper~ I...lon e vlcen _ 

/ I Fo'ur Autonomous Correctional _ -
Agencies 

Provision of Diagnostic ~ 
Center Services to ~ I 
Probation and Parole 
Agencies 
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Cdl!leU, The <)lJcGLion cnn bc n::;]:0(1: 1'\'iiwL factor:.; tend to be differentially 

p-s:>ocint.ed "i Lh tbe cOJrJnj asian of t.he crimer; of burglary, ar3so.1.11t, rape nnd 

. 'ri1Cre nrc lntl.I1Y different eJilncnsions of l'elntionr.;hil)::; tlw:t coul<l uc 

exp] oren. thrOtlG:1 re~;ca:rch on tilcGC rluer,tiol1G, 1\ cri tica.l d.imcl1Gion of 

concerll trH1.t medICS ,lith the function of the l)iu[,~noGtic Center, hOVTC'fCr, is 

. ' • n' I ~ •• 1: t1le dllllCnGJ.on of perr;onnllty cnnrnctc),1l3tlcs, 
. .; 

'J'he c1a.to. that "rill bc 
~.,. 

routincJy c;ntl1ered in the course of the d.iac;nostic evnluation In'ovides a 

rich o}'portuni ty for the ,researcli cxpl?ration of the l'elutionships that 

may exh;t tliffere)Jt'~all:r bct'l·reen personulity charactcristics und the 
:1 

commission of typcs of crimes, 

1\. 'l'hc J.kseG.rch Q.uc:;tions 

n, 

In view of these considerations the followinB two qucstions .. . . 
vill be acldn~r.;Rc!d in the research component of the project, 

1. Hhat 1lcrsona.li ty characteristicG tend. to bc commonly and 

unir;\.uely re":.ated to the commission of the four tarGct 

crimes of lmrf,lary , assault) rape and robbery? 

2. vn1at personality characteristics tend. to be differentially 

asnocintecl vi t11 the COJl1:;1.Lssion of lcn::JCr crimes and each 

of ~hc turGet .crimes of burGlary, assa.ult, rape and robbery', 

Hhilc the J):i.ar.;no~:;tic Clinic has systematically assessed every 

ref.erred offender only upon the lii·WI) offend.ers of the four target 

crimeG referred b~r the District Court Probation Offico and the state 

of Colorado Parole Dcp:.tl'tr.l(·>ni; ",rould be assesGcd in ternlH of a test.. 

battery, The test lic.ttery would include ten different catcGories 

of din[~nor;tic 11.11(1 hir.;tory rcl:.d:ed ).nGtrumenLs. 'l'iJcsc ten 

catec:oric::; (l,re as f0110\.r::;: 

• 

• 

1. 
2 • 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

Intellectual functioning 
Brain damage or mental deterioration 
Psychological/psychia.tric symptoma tology 
Emotional discomfort or instability 
Impulse controls and overt aggression 
Educational achievement levels 
Vocational interests and aptitudes 
History of psychiatric/psychological treatment or 
hospitalization 
History of alcohol or drug. abuse 
Ne~d for additional evaluation and/or observation 

Page 2} 
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Several or a number of different test forms will be available 
within each category so that the offender can be adequately assessed in 
relation to his level of reading ability and his comprehension of 
English. For Spanish speaking offender~ witho~t ad~quate.grasp of,the 
Engl i 8h· lcmguage e'11.1i ';:ale1:1.t tes t forms 1.n Spc.rush 'I.·nll bc= made aval.lable. 
The primary tests which will be utilized include the following: 

1. The Otis-Lennon Mental Ab~lity Test 
2. The culture Fair Test of g 

3 . 

5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 

The Raven Pro[[,re.s s j.ve Ha t.rices Tes t 
The Elizur' Test of Psycho-organicity 
The Hooper Visual Organization Scale 
The Wecshler Memory Scale 
The California Hedical Survey 
The Mooney Problem Checklist 
The Hand Test 
The Holtzman Ink Blot Technique 
The Strong Vocational Interest Inventory 
The Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory 

.' 

Additional tests and inventories to those mentioned above may be 
utilized as well. Where the utilization of aptitude testing is 
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the Colorado State U4'l' '1(~] Y referred to 
' J 1 llc 1'0 . v..,, t 't le 

O

ffenders Vl , tlle General Ap 'J. 1. 

J.

'nclicatcd , '~tered 
be adlnl.nJ." thc:f vill Servi ce "llere Un:ployment 

Test u ]3"ttery (GA'l'))). 

nart of tIle! planne,cl a.s 1',' 

'fica allove have all bee!} 
instruments spec'. targret. 

' Pro~rDln for Evaluatl0n 

The procec1ures and 

, l' ic IS DiaGnostic C 1n 

t O f thz 1 cowI,onen The researc 1 _ offenders. , t · prol)osal clemonstra '10n 4' 

requil<cs delincatlon 0.1. , .n the rese:lrcn usc '\·rhich ,T)., f these ' '] J be made 0 

'" • Y' inventori88, ' "t1'ulIlcnt" cL1Q In., 

rC 'lJ Pl'oCee,urGS i1esca 

Tlle b"L"J,c .. r ,., • rc.~~~C[l.l:'C~l the statistical '11 cO')'1ist of - '\ OJ. • , 

. 'til':' 8:1JOve .. J~' ., l' I' nlJ. fro);) _ ' of data O~vco. .~ l!1an i p ul Cl. 1a on 

proc':!I'lureu I '" " 

, '" i·' ";tru .. 1lcllt ,> :1.11 lIWll'l.~:LC1}Co. d., 

f tarf"L!t cr:il'l':3G, ' ",' .}(~ ::ou:!:' ty];CS 0 L> 
relation to eae,l 01 c. " . f test 

the ar:;e;ree:at10n 0 "tr'd b~weQ upon will be Gencr~ p 

. 'C'les OffanGe 1)1'0. 1. .. 

It '· for all renu .~ . 

til" cour~,e 

f.CO \";,7) (. U 1,',·, ')rl·1 int:c){",:,; ~ 

,·tration project,. of tJH:! (k~1110H", 

l 'l"l"i'cc) ':Jet"\wen COl \ .... ,.J._, . va.riou:J 

ParvlCU '. ,. ' lAr rc:levn.nt 

'] 1 ~'P T.;stcmnticall;; · .. :1., iJ,., ....... 

in the ' varial)les ' U'" .,'c.y;:; t~:3 contro ... ohtawo~, ,.nu, . od'1ro, , . , " ., utilizoC. i" va'.lo 0 ',lIJ'.ch rllir;ht be: 
statJ.GGJ,r."" .. . ~.' ,,' 2,nal~';3:L B • t .l.:1."'l.;icnl Droc _ . 8evp.ral s au .J.~ ~ 

ut D.i Zf~C:: in t!le , thc folloi'finr,: 
'

" "1' ,- incJ.uuc 8,n8. .. / .. ) ,J .. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

11 • 

5. 

G . 

7· 

Produ.ct "', '. corrc1:ttio;1:~ r;,o ... ' .• tll, 

, elf'. vnri a.ne(;! !ulal~'sls 

O .r co--vc.}'im.c:e 1\118.1y:;i s 

.' 1 • 1·t1' ')le corrOlal,101 1111 1, 

t ' 1 c01'rl.!1a.tior. 1'8.1' 10. . 

' .. "tt io ~. 
\ :",:" ~\', 'i'\' . , .. ;, '-'., . .,~ t;~'f 

. ~. ,y , .• 

be maae to identi fy those c"llrllcl;crist.ics \fbich these ofrcMcrs , 

possess separately, and in con"on, VHIt those orfenclers cDlnmittine 

the rour tar.~et crimes, The basic. statistical procedures utilized 

'l-rould be included amone; those listoc1 a.bove. 

D. OperatioflaJ. Pl'ocedurcs 

III. 

Tile procceSine of all ,'esearch clata ldll be condUcted by means 

or the electronic computc,', All data l·ri11 be kcy punched onto IBM 

cards, and then sta I;i st i cally proce Sse d at a suit abl e co"put er rac ili ty , 

lVithin the scbematic diagram all or the arrOles lead to outcomes 

that are more, o~ leS3, ill!r"edio.~cl.Y ~clut"d to the primary outcomc of 

concern; redaction in the incidencc or the fOur tareet «'imes of 

burelary, ascault, rape and robbery, h~lile increascd understanding of 

the individuv~ ofrender's behaVior is expected to lead directly to a 

lovered inCidence of reCidiVism, the effects of ereater undcrstanding 

of target crime bChavior in fiene"al, understandine of relevancc for 

lower Priority crimes, and an increasea cooperative effort betveen 

agencies can all bc expected to have a laore indircct impact upon thc 

inCidence of turcret crimes, These less direct effects are demonstrated 
by tIle Use of dotted lines. 

The fOllowinG eValuation objectives can be specified in relation to 

the goals of the Diagnostic Center proposed. 

1. ~'o cX",nin. the change in recidi vism ratcs that occur for the four 
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target crime::) as a reGult of the demonstration project. 

2. ~l'o determine if Diac;nostic Center Evaluations result in a 

significant difference in sentencing and supervision practices. 

3. To determine the approximate cost/1)(~nei'itG of the Diagnostic 

Clinic to the criminal justice system. 

I!. To assess t.he success or failure of the project in terms of 

.the opinions and judgments of Court and agency personnel. 

5. To determine b;'l means of a jUclL'1;lent process the desira.uili ty 

of extendine; Diagnostic Center E;valuation Services to 

offenders of lesser felony crj.mes. 
, 

6. rro determine 1JY meons of a judgment process ",hether or not, in 

fact, a. SUCCCSGful cooperative effort -bet,.;cen four autonomous 

correctional a~;encics he.s been achieved. 

The rela.tionship between the specific research objectives and 

the statelllent of pro,i ect eonls is delineated in the follo-v]ing table. 

Goals 

A 

B 

D 

Table 1 

The nelationship of Specific Ro:::search 
Objectives to the stlJ.temcnt of Proj ect 

Goals 

Research Evaluation Objectives 

1 2 3 l~ 5 

X X X X 

X X X 

X 

G 

X 

I . 
I " 
I 
I 

I 
I~ 
t
l

• 
I I. 
I' 
11 

1\ 

~ 
ij 

I , 
i 
l 
i 
I 
i 

i 
I 
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IV.. rnm Hl::[)EAHClt INflJ,UN1'IO:; I'HOnC])Unl.'~G 

AllY effort to compure before and after recidivism rater. for 

those target offenders proces::;cd through the District Court ProlJatj.on 

Office '-rol.l.ld 1;e h:l;':~')ly u5.rwed., since offenc'l.crs rcmanr'i.ed to institutionn 

could not) feasil)ly, 1)0 cOl1s:Ldcrerl in the evaluation. Hevertheless it 

,wuld be desirable to obtain cOr:11)o.raule red cavism rat.os for thoDc 

tar6ct offenders placed on prollation follO'-rinB diar,nostic evaluation) 

and offenders select.ed fro!') v.n appropri8.te ti1l1c sI1an vllo '·lere placed 

on proba.tion vi thout 1i .... mcflt of tile tliacnC.'Gtic eVCll uation. 

A lesn -biasC.'Q compar:i.son of recidivisln rater.; coula be ma.de for 

offtmoerG under ~)n.role sUlJervlsion) if all tarcet. offenders ,,'Pre 

routinel~r referred. to the Dia.,3l1ostic Center, If such 8. procedure can 

be implcmcntr)cJ them Co cO!il.p~rison of recicli Vj.Dl:1 rates i/ould uo obtained 

for this populutlol1 Po:, ';w11. 

The {'ollo'rinC rates ,·]i.l1 be computed for ;)oth DiBtriCt Court 

;>robatioJ.1 cases auf! Colorado State Parole !Jepartl!lent cases: 

1. For each of the tarGet offenses considered sei.)aretely 

2.. For all of. the tarGet offenr30u considered jointly 

Objective 2 (:3(mtencin~ and sllpervision practices) 

The disposition of tarGet cases by District Court ,·rould be 

compare::c1, for 8.11 eql.l.i vulent time period) for cases proccGse'u pr:i.or to 

tile utilization of the Dia311ostic: Center) ancl. for cases processed 

through the Center. 
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Objective 3 (cost/benefit comparison) 

If the differences bet"TeEm the [;;1'oup::; a.rc found to be signifiC:~\l~t 

under obj ecti ve 2, then an of fort vould be made to compute the approxir.18.te 

cost/1)enefits c1crivinc: from t.he utili7.ation of the DiaGnostic Center. 

Tl1h: analy~iG "TOu.lcJ. be conducted on1:[ if cost data '\Tere D.vailablc for the 

state of Colorado, 01' a cOJn,[lD.rable area. 

O'bjective l~ (jud[pnc::nts of agency personnel) 

The u~ilization of judc;mentr:: concerning the success or failure 

of the d.emol1Gt:cat:i.on project· j,s ~ admittedly) lens desirable than the 

utilization of hr.~rd, behavioral d.ata.. Iio\'T()ver, there are many potential 

bcnefits to be Gained e.s .a result of the diagnostic process,. and these 

benefitG ma~t not be \' a.lidly re:r.resented. "Ti thi 11 tlle co'uparison of 

recidivism raLct.;, or the corrmarison of sc:ntence dis:rJobitions. J\ 'lllcst.iotlnnj r( 

would 1iC deyclo}}cd to measure the reactionB of agency and court personnel to 

the use of the Diaenostic Center. 

Objective 5 (c:x:tennion of evaluation to lesecr crimes) 

, 'l'he use of judoncnts us a criterlon for decision making concerning 

the extension of evaluation services presents the smue disadvantaees an{l 

ac1vantuees e.s mentioned above. Questions concerning this objective ",'ould 

be included i·ri thin the 'luestionnairc mentioned a.bove. 

Objective 6 (successful coo:peration) 

The dctermillat:ion of success or failure in the cooperative effort 

between four autonOl:10US aGcmcies would 'be conducted j n a similar Inanuer 

to 01)jectives 1, and 5. Hoi·rever, if })ossible, respondents ifOuld be 

provided 1'it1'1 tt set of criteria upon ,,'hieh they could aBsess success or 

fai.lure. 

. ~ 
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In summary, research evn,lun:Uon ob~jcctivcs Ii, 5, and 6 "Tould all 

be operationDJ.izccl. ,·rithin one overall questionnaire. '1'his questionnaire 

iyould be administered at tile tor:11ination of the fundinG period for the 

project < 

JHB:rh 
9/21/72 
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In t r·od tIC t i nn 

amplify upon and to npecify 
This !)\1pplemcnttu:y report is preRcnted to 

to be employed in the research 
in greater detail the Analytic procedures 

component of the Diagnostic Center Project. 
In the GCC tions following 

be outlined, the variables included 
the vnrlouz steps in anaiysis will 

and the basic stAtistical pro~edures 
for analysis will be identified, 

to be used will be specified. 

Demographic Varinbles 
i measures ,which will be used in 

In addi~ion to the various psychomctr c 

number of demographic cha!'llcteristics have 
the data collection proce?s a 

1 d i mportanelv. to the rC9carch 
d . f· d and <, •• peci Hed as re a t;.e been i entl 'Le 

pm:pose. These demogrl'!p\:1ic charactcri.stics are: 

1. birthdate 
2. sex 
3. ethnic background 

" . religion 
hiGhest school grade com,I' 1.e. ted 5. 

6. G.E.D. 
7 • 
8. 
9. 

present offense 
. date present offense was committed .. 
Cl~lditional felony convi.cti.ons £Ind yenr co~m(~~c;ost lrece'c .. t) 
misdemeanor convictions and ~ear comm~~te 10. 

ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19 • 
20. 
2l. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31.. 

commission of more than 10 m1sdemeanorg 
juvenile history with criminal justice.system 
number of ti.mes apprehended as .u juvenl.le 
length of time incarcerated as n juvenile 
hospitalization for emotional problems 
drug usage 
present m3rital status 
military service and discharge 
OCCllpD. ti,on 

. employment st.abi.lity 
income duri.ng pnst 12 months 
average incQme over past five years 
ovcrngc inco~e for five ye~rs preceding post five years 
hi,ghes t ycrtrly income !lttalncd 
year hi[;ttC5t income Has nttnined 
lOCAtion of subject's birth 
locution where f.ubject lived j.onge~t as l\ chi.ld 

1 . J L d lOI!()'cst as an adult location ..... here Sll).1cct , \'€' 1::-

". '. 'ived In Denvc·r locatLon H\JQrIJ HlluJeCl-... '. 
1 i I s'ub)· ,".c. t spent most 01 chi Idhood OCll t at'. "';{!1"('. 

nlcohol usuge 
-1-

I., 

In nddLtLon to these demoB~aphLc characteristics the following procedural 

data will be obtained. 

1. nnmc 
2. C(lSC nurnhcr 
3. re f.crrnl source (agency) 
4. dnLc referred 
5. inci i VicJU£l1 making the rcferra 1 

The interview schedule by which this data is to be collected is appended, 

Ill. Psych~metric MeAsures to he Included in the Analysis 

The ps{,chometric measures t>lh1.ch wiil be systematically included >'11 the dntft 

analysis arc identified below. These measures compriae the baoic cost 

battery to be utHized in the diagnostic evaluation of Impact offer.J(~rs. 

I ~'hile' 'lome ndditional instruments -will be adminiotercd on a Belecf:1.ve bElsis, 
1 

they will not be inc.luded in the basic datu matr1.x in V!.~H of: the :celntivel,y 

smnll number of individual measures that wtll be ohtal,ned. 1.n manycRscw, 

for the instnlments iclentifi~,d below, sub-scales compr:i.se an impot"Car~t 

element in the interpretation of the test results, at times in conjunction 

with one over-all or total score. Sub-scnle scores will be ~outinely 

included wi~hin the date matrix, when they provide meaningful information 

ns vinwed separately, or apart from their interaction with other sub-scales 

fo~ the test. In some instancC3 sub-scale scores will be inclu~ed, when 

they may yield only questionable information as they are viewed or int.er'· 

preted apart from the over-all constellation of sUb-scnle scores. ~here 

this pr?ccdure i:, followed it will be bwwd lIpan an exploy,atory 7.l1t!.(.lllG'.J.0. 

1. The Hillneso tn 1-1u1 tiphasic Inventot'Y 

The long form of the I,IMP! (form R) wi 11 be UGNL The T scores on e:w,h 

-2-
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of the baoic scales will be routinely tabulntcd for analysts. '·lhUo 

~ I 1 ores (or anv given individual the interpretation Dt t Ie separate sca e sc , ~ 

is 11mbLg~lou8, when viewed apart from the individual'!) overwall profile, 

this d a tn wi 11 be included for the llnnlyDis of. oficmder Bro~ps in the 

lInticipn tion that a menninsful group profito lnay emerge. 

In addition to the basic scalen, sbr special Hub-scales will be inclll(led 

for an~lysis. These are senlC's that nrc thought to have pfl'l."ticulnr re)cv;\l1c{ 

to the behnviors of the population to be fltudiecl. They are: 

. 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Self-Alienation - Pd 4u 
Emot.ional Alienation - Se IB 
Social Alienation - Se lA 
Persecutory Ideas - Pa 1 
Need For Affection - By 2 
Overcontrolled Hostility - OH 

2. The Culture Fair Test of g 

This teGt will yield one over-all scnre. 

3. The Wecshler l1emory Scale 

this test will yield one over-nll score. 

4. A Problem Checklist 

This clteck1.is t includes 12 diifeX'ent items, and responses to each ;'tcm 

?ill. be coded. 

5. The Hooney Problem Cheekl:l.st 

This measure provides nine different problem categories, and results 

for etleh cU't'lgory \o1ill be coded. 

6. The Hooper Visual Organization Scale 

The scale yield~ one over-nll score. 
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7, Tho lIa nd Te s t 

Tilis provides two score ratios that wi li be coded, 

8. The Raven Procressive Matrices Test 

This test provides one over-all score. 

9. The WAIS 

10. 

This testprovLdcs 11 subwscales and 3 over.-all scores, It has not 

yet been finally determined whether or not the 11 Bl1b~Bcale.s \,<,L11 be 

routinely. coded for the purposes of finul analysis. 

The GATB 

Although this test will be included for analysis, the specific mnnner 

in which the results will be tabulated is not yet known. 

IV. Bunic Statistical C<ltegories to be Ptilize0_ 

The data obtained as a result of the Diagnostic Center Project, and which 

is specified above, wUl be analyzed in relation to four basic, c1nsntficlltioll 

categories comprised of the Impact crimes; burglary, rape, nRoault and robbery! 
"--. .---~. ...-

, . 
Data will be presented nnd analyzed in several different ways in terms of 

these categories. The organization and analysis of the data 1.n terms of these' 

fout" offender categories will be used as the basic framework for statisticnl. 

presentation, since they are the major f.ocus of the Diagnostic Center Project. 

A number of offenders wi 11 be processed through the Center, hO\o,Yever p who have 

been convicted of crimes other than burglary, rape, assault and robbery. 

Dnta relevant to individuals (;ommitting these other offense.s wUl also be 

pr!:Hl~\.1,tcd and annlyzed, 1f not as completely l:1s for the impact crimes 

themselVGs. The particular form and methods of analysis utilized will be p 
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in PIIl"t,. dependent llpon the cntef,oriea of cr!'tnes prencnted and the numbers 

of individ\wls involved. 

V. Descriptive Presentation of Data 

A descriptive presentation will be made, where appropriate, for data· 

relative to each of the major categories of crime. Thin descriptive 

presentation vJll consist of R reporting of frequencies and pcrcentogeo. 

The dat~ reported descriptively will be comprised largely of the demographic 

infonnation obtainC!d. The organization of data concerning other than 

Impact 'crimes will be determined i.n relation to the kindl'l of offenses and 

numbers of individuals represented. 

VI. Presentation of Normative Data 

All of the tests spec'Hied above will be presented in relation to each of 

the major crime categories. Means and standard deviations for each of the 

scales and sub-scales (whert;~ utilized) ,~ill be computed. Thus, as a r.esult 

of .this classificati.on and analysis, norma tiva data '-1ill be made nvailable 

for ench of the Deveral crime· ~ategories on each of the testo utilized. The 

devBlop~ent of normative data ftir Bny tests other than those specified above 

will depend upon their frequency of usc during the course of the project. 

All tests that are used, however, where ~uantitative scoias are obtained, 

will be cooed and thereiore mnde available for computer analysis. 

VII. Presentation of Crime Profiles ----- ----
Bas~d upon the descriptive classification and analysis of data pT.ofiles 

will bc·dev~loped in relation to 'each of the' four categories of Impact 

crimes. these profiles will be generated from the measures of central 

tendency'~s they appl~ to each of the variables to b~ included for analysis. 
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'. BoLh mec1ns and mQclinns will be '-Ised i.n the presentation of profile data. 

As II result of these procedures it will be posGible to determine the 

llttr1butC's anti charnctcrJ.stics of the aver.age of:fender in each of the 

major crime categories. 

VIII. The Factor IInnlysis of Da t a 

The fundamental statistical procedure upon which the interpretation of 

findings will rest will be fsctor analysis. this procedure will move the 

.' eXllmination of data beyond the presentation of :mmmary statistics to the 

I 
~ 

: 

examinatibn o~ the relationship which cnn be determined to exist between 

variables. Factor analytic proceduT~s will be conducted in relation to 

each of the four Impact crime categories, providing there is n sufficient 

populDtion within each category to justify this procedure. Hhile correlation 

~ matrices will be generated for the study variables, the ultimate purpose of 

• , 
-. .. 

i 
·1 , 

! , , 
~ 
i 

the factor ana lysis ~~i 11 be to determine those variables that are the UlOst 

clo~ely related to the conunission of the Impact crimes. A theoretical 

outcome of this procedure might be the identification of particular con-

Bte:i.lations of variables which would prpvide mHo[ understanding concerning 

factors ,,·h1ch llre associated '-lith the commission of IOIPllCt crimes.. These 

factor analytic procedures, particularly, may yield greater understanding 

concerning ehe relationship;; which exist bet,.,een the commission of misdemeanors 

and the commission of Impact crimes. 

Not all of the data included for study will lend itseU to factor aUlllynis. 

lllicre possible, however, demographic dllta will be included in this analysis. 

Tents tively, the decision hag been made to treat ordinal level dn ta as 

interval data for the purposes of factor analysis. If the dRta is 80 

utilized, the procedure would be justified in terms of the research need to 
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include ns bront! ::t rnnp,0. of variables llS posGibte in the I1nalyDis. 

For those tests that yield sub-scores as well 'as total scores, selectiv~ 

decisions will be made concerning inclusion of r.ub-Rcore data in the correla-

tion matrix. It will be mecessary to utilize r.electivity in view of the 

large nu~ber of potential variables which might be included~ 

A compllrison of the cluster loadings between each of the Impact crlmes 

might leaa also to valuable insights concerning the differential etiolo~ieBi 

of these crimes. The comparative analysis of variables most closely 

associllted with each Gould build upon the present evidence and 'speculation 

concerning the factors differentially· related to the commission of these 

tfour separate Impact offenses. 

SAMPLE EVALUATION REPORTS 
IX. Operational Procedures 

Data concerning the subjecta processed through the Diagnontic Center will Appendix V 

be subjected to ongoing coding operations. Data will be key punched onto 

IDH cards as sufficient numbers of cases accumulate. The data will be 

£u!nmarized and analyzed at some point in time prior to the ending of the 

formal funding period. The particular date at Hhich a cut-off point will 

be reached for data enD,lysis will be in part dependent upon the size of 

the populations obtained in each of the Impact crime categories. It will 

be necessary t·:> terminate the collection of data to be included in the formal 

a~nlysis in time for the research report to be prepared and presented by the 

completion date for the project. llmolever, systematic tabulation and coding 

of dutu will continue t~rough the funding period$ even though all data ia 

not included wHhin the analysis and research report. 
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DENVER COURT DIAGNOSTIC CENTER 

Glenn M. D.C.D.C.#: F-268 
D.O.B. 7/6/41 
Dates of Evaluation: 1/16/74 & 1/17/74 
Tests and Other Procedures: 

Psychiatric Evaluation 
Hooper V.O.T. 
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale 
l.vec'hsler Memory Scale 
I.P.A.T. Culture Fair Test of "g" 
Mooney Problem Check List , 
The' Hand Te s t 
Drinking History Questionnaire 
Drug History Questionnaire 
Self Report and Self Evaluation Forms 
Incomplete Sentences Blank 
Thematic Apperception Test 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 

Circumstances of Referral: 

Glenn M. has pleaded guilty to Second Degree Burglary 
and \\7ill have a court hearing 1/24/74. He feels somewhat 
resigned to the probability of a prison sentence. John 
Brougham of the District Court Probation Department made the 
referral. 

Psychiatric History: 

He reported that during his last period or two of 
confinement at the State Reformatory he participated in group 
meetings of Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous. 
About three years ago he says he attempted suicide by taking 
an overdose of drugs and was treated at Denver General 
Hospital. 

Intellectual Functioning: 

, His limited educational background, his apathy, his 
tremendous interpersonal anxiety and his withdrawal tended 
to compound his "dumb" appearance and raise questions about 
possible organic defects. His over-all intellectual 
functioning appears to be within the dull normal range and 
there are indications of mild organic impairment. His 
abilities to do mental manipulation and to recall verbal or 
visual material are extremely limited. His thinking is 
fairly concrete and his general knmvledge is rather 
inconsistent (i. e. knowing some difficul t answers and failing 
simple ones). On the W.A.I.S. he obtained a full scale I.Q. 
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Intellectual Functioning Cont. 

of 86 (verbal I.Q. 87, performance I.Q. 85). His memory 
quotient on the Wechsler Memory Scale was 74, but on the 
I.P.A.T. he was able to achieve an I.Q. equivalent score 
of 94. Part of this difference was due to his reduced 
efficiency in the one to one testing situation. Avoiding 
eye contact or, better yet, not even looking at him was 
beneficial, and he seemed to work best when he \vas left 
entirely alone. His anxiety could be increased to the 
point where he would clench his teeth, wring his hands 
and grope with considerable effort to get his words. 

Personality Assessment and Projective Testine~ 

Testing reveals that he is moderately anxious and 
depressed with a generally schizoid personality structure. 
He is quite distrustful of others and prefers to be alone. 
Strong underlying feelings of bitterness and resentment are 
also suggested and he tends to be aloof, secretive and with
dra\m. His impulse controls are weak and he feels generally 
tense and anxious. His self confidence is quite low and 
there are strong underlying feelings of inadequacy and 
ineffectualness. He considers himself rather dumb and lazy 
as well as some\vhat mixed up. 

Psychiatric Evaluation: 

He was quite non-verbal and exhibited little spontaneity. 
'~en he did talk he was inclined to be cryptic and, it seemed 
to me, unable to elaborate on his answers. He continually 
returned to the idea that his problems would be solved if he 
worked and lived alone. Apparently he spends most of his 
time alone watching T.V. or trying not to think. He 
describes increasing withdrawal from people - he describes 
himself as dumb and paranoid. The latter may be due to his 
favorite drug of abuse - "diet pills." His self concept is 
further elaborated by a deliberate overdose of barbiturates 
cire. 3 years ago. He said that he thought what's the use 
and decided he might as well die. He \vas treated at Denver 
General Hospital after his brother found him. I do not see 
him as being psychotic but seriously apathetic and with
drawn. Organic disease should be ruled out but suggestions 
of it migh~ be due to low I.Q. I would ~xpect continued 
substance abuse., His apparent decrease in number of arrests 
may be due to his general decrease in activity. 

W.E. Afton M.D. 
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Summary and Diagnostic Impressions: 

He apparently has been dependent upon various drugs to 
al~eviate his anxiety and depression for a long time. His 
adjustment seems marginal and his ability to function 
around other people is quite limited. Mild organic 
impairment is suggested as well as a dull normal 
intelligence. His performance on tests is severely 
hampered by his emotional difficulties, howev~r and 
probably his scores would have been higher if his anxiety 
could have been reduced more. His personality characteristics 
are g~nerally schizoid and ~e tends to be aloof, apathetic 
and \v~thdrawn. He fears pr~son but seems resigned to it as 
well as the other undesirable aspects of his life. 

DA:ah 1/22/74 

Respectfully submitted, 
Jack O. Nelson, Director 

By: 
nD~a7-r~r~y~l-_ .~~T.--A'dTa-m--s~,~P-s-y-c~h-o~l-o--gist 
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DENVER COURT DIAGNOSTIC CENTER 

Richard S. 
D.O.B. 4/15/39 
Dates of Evaluation: 1/21/74 and 
Tests and Forms Administered: 

D . C • D • C • ift : 

1/28/74 

LP.A.T. Culture Fair Test of "g" 
Wechsler Memory Scale 
Hooper Visual Organization Test 
Bender-Gestalt Test 
Wide Range Achievement Test 
The, Hand Test 
The Draw Person 
Thematic Apperception Test 
Incomplete Sentences Blank 
Mooney Problem Check List 
Self Evaluation and Self Report Forms 

Referral Circumstances: 

F-271 

Richard 'vas referred to the Denver Court Diagnos tic 
Center by Ralph Cristello of the Southwest Probation and 
Parole Center. Richard is on probation following a no 
contest plea to a charge of Deviate Sexual Intercourse. 

Psychiatric History: 

He was admitted to Ft. Logan Mental Health Center on a 
voluntary basis in August of 1970 following a charge of child 
molesting occurring in Jefferson County. He was reportedly 
placed on a day care basis and admitted to group therapy in 
an effort to solve some of his sexual problems. He was 
discharged in August of 1971. 

Intellectual Assessment: 
The LP.A.T. Culture Fair Test of "gH and the t~echsler 

Memory Scale are indicative of average intellectual ability. 
Neither of these tests nor the Bender-Gestalt Test are 
indicative of any cortical impairment or perceptual 
disability. However, the Hooper Visual Organization suggests 
mild organicity. His response attitude in general was 
apologetic with a show of lack of self-confidence and this 
seemed evident on the Hooper Test and may have caused the 
less than ave~age score. ,On the Wide Range Achievement Test 
he scored on a third grade level in spelling, a fourth grade 
level in reading, and an eighth grade level in math. He 
reports having a twelfth grade education. He has achieved 
academically far below his potential. His general demeanor 
also gives an impr~ssion of one intellectually deficient . 
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Projective Testing and Personality Assessment: 
The Minnesota Multiphasic'Personality Test was omitted 

from the test battery because of apparent inadequate 
reading ability. Hand Test results were average in most 
respects. However, there is some indication of possible 
overt antisocial behavior. The Draw Person Test is 
primarily indicative of immaturity and childish 

. dependency. He may have feelings of emptiness and be. 
lacking in mature masculine powe.r and virility. Poor 
impulse control and underachievement are indicated and he 
may present a smiling 'acceptable facade which masks less, 
acceptable feelings. Richard was apologetic throughout 
testing procedures and continued his apologies when 
presented with the Thematic Apperception Test. His 
characters reflect passive attitudes and interest in 
satisfying simple needs. However, they are also reflective 
of impulsive behavior followed by attempts to rationalize 
the subsequently recognized unacceptable actions. 

Personal Assessment: 

Richard describes himself as a rather average sort of 
person who is more cautious than most. Responses on the 
Incomplete Sentences Blank indicate a primary interest in 
continuing to support himself financially. He wishes he 
made more money and had more time off and writes that he is 
best when "people don't bug me." On the Mooney Problem 
Check List he indicates problems in the areas of 
unsatisfactory working conditions, health, an inadequate 
social life, esp~cially in regard to women, introversion, 
debt, and being afraid of the responsibilities of marriage. 

Summary and Diagnostic Impressions: 
In summary, Richard seems to be a childishly immature 

man emotionally and sexually who has achieved below his 
intellectual potential. Impulse controls are tenuous, but 
he seems strongly motivated to please those with whom he 
comes in contact. 

2/1/74 - LY 

Respectfully submitted, 
Jack O. Nelson, Director 

By: 
7<S-a-r-a'"Th-;;N"'-e-w--:-,t-o-n-,---"p'"""s-y-c-'h'--o--"l-o-g-'l-s t 

........... ------------------------------------ ----
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